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It is the purpose of this study to present a pattern
for an in-service education project with Northern Vermont
specifically in mind. The presentation presupposes that ail
education is a continuous process and that the great problem
confronting any teachers college which is concerned with the
worth of its work is two-fold: first, that of providing the
best possible preparation for its students; second, that of
facilitating the necessary adjustments of its graduates in
the manifold teaching situations in which they find them-
selves .
New conditions in society and added insights into the
nature of child development make it necessary that we have at
all times the means for a continuous and orderly guiding of
the process of educational change. In-service education is
an essential in the development of any program worthy of
these critical days and the demands such days miake upon
schools and teachers. To Jefferson the schoolhouse was the
fountainhead of happiness, prosperity, and good governmient,
and education was a "holy cause." There are over six hundred
em.ergency teachers in Vermont in 1947. Many others have had
only two years of normal school training beyond high school.
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making the "schoolhouse” what it meant to Jefferson.
The author believes that the in-service teacher must
be taken where he is and helped to help himself and that
those in positions to guide miust be as "guidance minded"
with teachers as they are asking teachers to be with chil-
dren. Each teacher should be assisted to extend his own
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CHAPTER I
HISTORY OF VERMONT TEACHER TRAINING CORRELATIVE
TO THE STUDY
The honor of being the father of Normal Schools in the
United States undoubtedly belongs to a Vermonter named
Samuel Reed Hall. In 1823 at Concord Corner he opened a
tuition school for training teachers. Before a building
could be built for his school. Rev. Hall used a room over a
store. In addition to his pastoral duties, he made a dis-
tinct effort to give practical instruction to prospective
teachers by demonstrating with children. Because of this
fact, his Columbian School merits the title of "The First
Normal School in America."
After he had conducted his teachers seminary
for seven years, he resigned in order that he might
accept the prlnclpalship of the newly established
institution, "an English department and a Normal
School," according to his own statement, in con-
nection with Phillips Academy at Andover, Mass.
Here he remained seven years and during his head-
ship of the department he was visited several
tlmies by Horace Mann, who, undoubtedly, acquired
from Mr. Hall m^any of the ideas and much of the
enthusiasm! he em.ployed in his campaign for the
establishment of normal schools in Massachusetts,
the first one of which was established at Lexing-
ton in 1859,1/
_^Mason S. Stone, History of Education, State of
Vermont
,
Capital City Press, Montpelier, Vermont, p. 131.
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Jenkins states that although Massachusetts established
two State Normal Schools in 1839 and one in 1840, and New
York established its first State Normal School at Albany in
1844, it was not until 1849 that Vermont took official recog-
nition of the teacher training movement. In that year the
Legislature appropriated money for Teachers' Institutes to
be held in various parts of the state, and state aid for
teacher preparation continued up to 1866. In describing
these institutes, Mr. J . S. Adams, first Secretary of the
Vermont Board of Education, writes in 1867, "Estimating the
numbers as carefully as possible, I am confident that the
fourteen institutes of the past year have found access to the
miinds of upwards of 1400 practical teachers, and of more than
6500 at least of the citizens of the State."
In 1866-1867 three county grammiar schools in Vermont
were designated by the State Board of Education as State
Normal Schools. At a special meeting of the State Board of
Education held at Castleton August 22 and 23, 1867, a
proposition made by the trustees of the Rutland County
Grarmnar School to make it a Normal School was accepted.
At a special meeting of the State Board of Education
convened by the Governor at Burlington August 31, 1869,
reports were presented that owing to one and another
1/ Ralph C. Jenkins, "A Practical Program for Teacher
Training in Vermont," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Harvard
University, 1933, pp. 1-28.
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3unfortunate circumstance the Normal School provisionally
established at Gastleton had not been in operation during
the past year. However, by the fall term of 1869 this
school was in operation.
In 1866, the building of the Lanioille County Grammar
School at Johnson was enlarged and in December of that year
the school was approved by the Board of Education as a State
Normal School. It began work under state supervision Feb-
ruary 26, 1867. In the autumn of 1866 the Orange County
Gramn-ar School became the Randolph Normal School by the
same act of the Legislature which authorized the establish-
mient of the schools at Johnson and Castleton.
The act of the Legislature which established these three
schools stipulated that they were to be established and main-
tained without expense to the state. The prestige conferred
upon these schools by this honor evidently did service in
lieu of material support. The first appropriation by the
state was of the sum of fSOO in 1867-1868 to Johnson and
Randolph; 1870, $500 each, to Randolph, Johnson, and Castleton
Not until 1896 did the state appropriate $5,000 annually for
the support of each school. Originally established for a
five-year period, the schools were renewed at that interval
until 1880. Two ten-year extensions brought them down to
1900 and the Legislature in 1898 extended their charters
until August 1920. The General Assembly of 1910 converted
Y-tl£notal •/0‘iq loorfoci erfct. oori£.1'8rjJO‘iJ;o ed’jQi'ijj-d-no'intj-
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4the Randolph formal School into a State School of Agriculture
and on July 1, 1911, this school ceased to exist as a teacher
training institution.
It must not be thought that Samuel Reed Hall's "Columbian
School" was the only academy in Vermont which maintained a
Teacher Training department. To give but one example: The
Johnson Academy, forerimner of the Lamoille County Grammar
School which in t-urn became the Johnson Normal School, was
founded in 1828. According to tradition, during the first
year of its life, teachers were trained in this Academy, the
students m.eeting for lectures on the "Art of Teaching," at
5 o'clock in the morning from the first of April through the
latter part of June. Most of the academies which flourished
during the first part of the nineteenth century, at some time
in their history, had courses especially designed for teach-
ers. On the other hand, the Normal Schools established in
1867-69 evidently retained their academiic courses until 1878,
when their apparent prosperity awakened sufficient jealousy
on the part of neighboring academies so that they were com-
pelled to abandon them and confine their activities wholly
to the training of teachers.
The course of study offered by the Normal Schools con-
sisted, originally, of a "lower course" to include all "the
branches required by law to be taught in the common schools
of Vermont" and a "higher course" to contain, in addition.
i*
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5"higher branches" and to require "one full year of study."
These two courses eventually came to be one, of two years'
length for pupils right from the elementary schools and the
other, for such as had taken the lower course. In 1909, the
higher course was restricted to high school graduates.
At the same time the lower course was lengthened to four
years and in 1910 it was abolished altogether. But in 1913,
faced by the prospect of diminished attendance in the Normal
Schools, the lower course was restored so that it became
merely the equivalent of a four-year high school course.
During the years 1903-1912, the total graduates of the
higher courses of all three schools averaged eight a year
and of the lower courses eighty-seven. In addition, each
school turned out two or three regraduates and special
students annually.
In the 41st report of the Superintendent of Education
to the General Assembly, October 1910, the then Superintendent
Mason S. Stone wrote of the scarcity of trained teachers in
Vermont as follows:
In the administration of the public school
system there are two stubborn and Inevaslble facts:
first, the dearth of teachers; second, the dearth
of trained teachers. Years ago, even when there
were more schools maintained in the various towns
than are m.aintained today, school committeemen
were besieged by applicants for positions. Today,
outside of a few localities, there is a grave
scarcity of teachers. In some towns the date of
opening schools is postponed three or four weeks
on account of inability to engage suitable and
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6certificated teachers. But more grievous than the
inability to secure teachers, is the inability to
secure suitably trained teachers, especially for
the rural schools . Almost any one who can earn a
certificate or a permit is employed for the reason
that none others are available, and this employment
of crude and am^ateurish teachers is the most de-
plorable defect in our whole system. Vermont can
never elevate her schools to the standard of the
most progressive States until she provides better
facilities than the present for training teachers.
In the first report of the Secretary of the Board of
Education, September 1857, the then Secretary, Mr. J. S.
Adams, wrote:
Vermont has among her hills the materials for
scholars and teachers equal to any existing on
earth, and it is the shamieful apathy of their
native State that every year drives hundreds of
sons and daughters of Vermont to teach the dis-
trict and high schools of New Hampshire, Massa-
chusetts, and New York, where they are received
and rewarded as they deserve; but if compelled
by necessity to teach at home, and thus in this
vocation, ask their good mother for bread, she
hardly gives them stones ... .The young Vermont man
whose future is to be of his own carving, will
hardly stay at home to teach district school for
less wages than farmers are willing to pay a smart
teamster or active wood chopper, though a normal
school were in session under every shade tree in
the land. . . .Viihen Vermont farmers are found to
persist in raising wheat on a piece of land that
will yield them treble the profits if planted to
corn, and this from an abstract sense of what is
proper and right, then and not till then, may we
hope to secure good teachers for half the com-
pensation they can obtain in other states.
It seems evident that up to 1910 the Vermont Normal
Schools which had been in existence for nearly half a cen-
tury had made very little headway towards meeting the need
for trained teachers. Approximately 22 per cent of the
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7teachers of Vermont in 1910 were trained; less than 16 per
cent of those in rural schools were trained in the art of
teaching. Training in Vermont Normal Schools at its best
meant the equivalent of a high school education. Two hundred
"lower course" graduates were teaching in Vermont in 1912.
They entered the Normal Schools directly from the elementary
schools; they took a two-year course only; they were classed
in Vermont as Normal School graduates; but they would have
had to attend a high school or academy two years after their
graduation before they could be admitted to the Normal Schools
of Vermont’s neighboring states. In fact, they were four
years below the standard.
The prevalence of teacher training courses in high
schools and academies from the earliest days has been men-
tioned. As early as 1876 the idea of educating school
teachers by instructing them in the public schools was en-
acted into law. By No. 49 of the Acts of 1876, it was pro-
vided that any graded school, organized by special act and
situated in a county where there was no normal school, might
establish, in connection with such graded school, a training
school department for the Instruction and training of teach-
ers. The state superintendent of education was empowered
to arrange two courses of study, one to include instruction
and practice in the science of teaching all branches required
to be taught in the common schools, the other to include
4'
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8Instruction and practice in higher branches to be prescribed
by him, in addition to the branches of the first course.
It was provided that certificates of graduation should be
granted to all who passed the required examinations in either
course, the certificates of graduation from the first course
and the second course to have the effect of licenses to teach
in the common schools for five years and ten years respec-
tively, such examinations to be conducted by the state super-
intendent of education and two other officials named, who
were constituted a board to revoke the licenses upon cause
shown. The trustees of the graded school district were re-
quired to make annual reports to the state superintendent of
education of the number of students in the training school
department, the number of certificates granted in each
course, and "all matters pertaining to the regulations and
goverrunent of said training school department." The Legis-
lature of 1900 took official recognizance of such courses by
miaking it the duty of the Normal School Commissioners to
supervise the granting of certificates to graduates of
secondary schools. This involved the approval in writing
of the schools desiring to offer such courses, the prepara-
tion of examination papers and the issuing of certificates
to those students in such schools as passed satisfactorily
the required examiinatlon. The law required that to be ap-
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9daily study and recitation to pedagogical subjects. Certifi-
cates were granted for two years to those who successfully
completed the courses and passed the examination. In 1902-03,
twenty-five schools were approved, from which one hundred and
twenty-six completed the training course. In 1903-04, twenty-
five schools were approved and one hundred and thirty-nine
completed the course.
For the purpose of Insuring a m.ore adequate supply of
professionally prepared teachers for rural schools, the
Legislature of 1910 provided for the establishmjent of one-
year teacher training courses in "first class" high schools
and academies under the control of the State Board of Educa-
tion. Twelve such classes were established in 1911 and three
more in 1912.
At the beginning, the State provided .fSOO for each
class, the additional cost to be met by the school which
applied for the privilege of conducting such a class. It
was not the intent of the law that the course should be per-
manent in all of the places where they were first located
since some of the smaller schools would be able to supply
a sufficient number of candidates only every two or three
years. Legislation in 1912, 1915, and 1917 increased the
state’s share of the cost of maintenance of these courses
until eventually the state paid the teacher's salary and the
local authorities provided the room and equipment. Wherever
e;
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such courses numbered over twenty students, an assistant
teacher was provided and paid for by the State,
From 1910 until 1922 the minimum standard of admission
to these classes was the completion of three years of high
school work. The classes gradually increased in number
until the maximum, was reached in 1916-17, which was thirty-
five classes and three hundred and forty-eight students.
The establishment of these courses was probably intended
to supplement the work of the formal Schools. Their operation
in competition with the I^ormial Schools tended to reduce the
number in attendance at the latter and to make the work of
the iNlormal Schools less effective. Friends of the formal
Schools at a later date openly charged that a primary purpose
in the establishment of the courses was to "kill the Normal
Schools" and "put them out of business."
After 1916-1917, the number of training classes began to
decline, at first because they were turning out more teachers
than were necessary to fill the schools, and later because
still higher standards of teacher training were demanded.
The high school teacher training classes of Vermont,
undoubtedly, were the only means by which an adequate supply
of teachers with some training could have been obtained dur-
ing the period of the World War. It is true that many states
with strongly established and favorably located Normal Schools
did not have to resort to this expedient. Critics have stated
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that if the Normal Schools of Vermont had been adequately
fostered and supported from 1902 to 1920, the training class
would not have been necessary. But the fact remains that
from 1867-1902, the Normal Schools as established had not
appreciably increased the number of trained teachers in
Vermont
.
In 1870, three years after the establishment of the three
state normal schools, the State Board of Education stated
that "it seems to be taken for granted at the outset, that
the present plan was to be only an entering wedge and that
something larger and better was of course to follow." At
the time this measure p'assed the Legislature and went into
operation, many of the wisest and warmest friends of public
education regretted that such a scheme should be substituted
for the real need of the state, a well appointed normal school,
endowed, supported and controlled by the Legislature. It
seemed to them that the substitute only delayed the right
action, and served .to delude the Legislature into the idea
that it was really providing the schools with teachers.
They allowed themselves, however, to be silenced with the
plea that "this was to be only an initiative to more effective
measures soon to follow."
In 1874, the State Board reported:
Further study of the normal school question
and more extensive observation of the system else-
where, deepen the oft-expressed convictions of the
y ne»od bjsrl d-nonnieV 'to' eloorfoB .TmTiOil^ ©rfct It
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Board that the present policy of the state in the
matter of the normal schools is a mistaken one.
It is difficult to understand how the friends of
education could have suffered the old deplorable
mistake to be repeated of dissipating among three
feeble Institutions the energies which ought to
be concentrated upon one, in order to enable it
to compete with the liberally endowed schools of
other states. But the mistake has been made,--
and that it is a mistake is obvious to all who are
not misled by their Interest in local schools....
The Board of Education, not only as expressing
their own convictions of the best policy for the
State, but in response to numerous and most earnest
appeals of friends of education in all parts of the
State, do most earnestly recommend to your honora-
ble body to take measures during the present session
to terminate the existence of the three schools as
state institutions and to institute in their stead
one school, centrally located.
In 1878 the question of whether or not the State had
done right in establishing three normal schools was raised.
In the twenty-fifth Vermont school report of that year a
poll of town school superintendents for and against one
normal school was printed indicating their replies for the
years 1875-1878. The replies were as follows:
1875 1876 1877 1878
For one normal school 101 93 80 97
For several normal schools 97 89 85 109
The State Superintendent of Education, C. J, Alger,
commented on the above figures as follows: "A practical
question upon which intelligent men, experts by their of-
ficial positions, divide so evenly, may be regarded as not
quite easy of solution. The question is not a new one; when
in 1866 a bill was Introduced for the establishment of one
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normal school, the Legislature provided for three."
In 1888, a special commission on normal schools reported:
The schools are located in small villages where
the facilities for maintaining the practice schools
are very limited. Without a practice school or
schools, in which each pupil is required to teach
under the eye of the normal school teachers, it
can not be determined whether a pupil qualified to
Impart instruction in the required branches has the
personal characteristics and qualities necessary to
a successful teacher. The locations of the present
schools are such that, while they furnish quiet and
seclusion helpful in securing that attention and
close application necessary to mastering the re-
quired branches, the graduates must be deprived,
in a great measure, of the essential and determi-
native experience of good practice schools ... .V/e
are agreed that one normal school wholly under
control of the State, properly located, organized,
and equipped, and properly connected with the com-
mon school system, would be a most desirable change.
In 1896, a special commission made only one recommenda-
tion, namely: "We unanimously recommend that all State
appropriations for the benefit of the normal schools in the
State cease. and that the present normal schools be abolished.
In 1908, a special commission reported as follows:
Your commission is of the unanimous opinion
that the present normal schools do not adequately
meet the educational needs of the times and are
open to serious criticism as representative insti-
tutions of the State.... The opportunities for af-
fording normal school students practical training
in teaching and school management are lamentably
poor and insufficient. The outlook for the improve-
ment and growth of the normal schools in their
present location is not encouraging. The communi-
ties where the schools are situated are small and
not growing, so that there is no apparent prospect
of sufficient training school facilities.
l!
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In 1912, by joint resolution of the 'Vermont Senate and
House of Representatives, a commission of nine persons was
appointed by Governor Alien M. Fletcher to Inquire into the
entire educational system and condition of the state. This
commission on February 24, 1913 authorized an educational
survey of Vermont and appointed Dr. Henry S. Pritchett,
President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, to undertake this survey with such assistance and
cooperation as he might determine. Professor Edward C.
Elliott, Head of the Department of Education in the University
of i/Visconsln, gave particular attention to the organization
of public education and the training of teachers. This com-
mission held public meetings, visited the Vermont colleges
and normal schools, and by individual inquiry sought and
obtained information respecting the state's educational con-
ditions .
1/
In 1914, the Carnegie Foundation published their find-
ings in A Study of Education in Vermont . Excerpts from their
findings are as follows;
No question affecting the educational system
of the state has provoked more argument and con-
tention during the past decade than that relating
to the normal schools. None appears more diffi-
cult of satisfactory and harmonious settlement.
For many years the staunch and active supporters
of the normal schools have vigorously opposed the
frequent efforts that have been made to disestablish
1914.
^Carnegie Foundation, A Study of Education in Vermont
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them as institutions receiving public support. The
success of this opposition, notwithstanding several
distinctly unfavorable reports by legislative commis-
sions, and in spite of the recommendations of the
state department of education for the past decade,
testifies to the political influence of the normal
school supporters. At the same time an unbiased
weighing of the available Impersonal evidence bearing
on the situation inclines one strongly to the conclu-
sion that, for the most part, partisan factors--
political, personal, and local--rather than the edu-
cational needs of the state have largely determined
the course of action.
Though desirable, it will be for years altogether
impossible for Vermont to replace all of her rural
teachers with graduates of standard normal schools.
It would require double the salary, and even so such
teachers are not to be had at present in sufficient
numbers for such positions. It is possible, however,
for the state at once and boldly to enter upon a
definite constructive policy that shall provide a
constant and adequate supply of trained teachers,
especially for her rural schools. The degree of this
training and the abundance of the supply are purely
economic questions. How far is Vermont willing to
go in order to obtain a sufficient number of ade-
quately trained teachers?
The annual demand for teachers, of course, is
variable. Service requiring slight training and
commanding low pay, shifts rapidly. A liberal in-
terpretation of the recently gathered statistics
of the elementary teachers of the state shows that
under the existing conditions of lack of training
and excessively low salaries, about 450 new teachers
are needed each year to replace those who drop out.
It is probable that as conditions improve and sala-
ries increase, this number will become smaller.
It seems clear, therefore, as far as actual past
performance can be trusted as a guide, that in sup-
plying trained teachers, the state will make far
greater headway with the training classes than by
depending on the normal schools. Much has been af-
firmed as to what the normal schools might do, were
they encouj’aged and supported; especially if teachers'
salaries were increased. A change in the last respect
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however, that in their best days the normal schools
have never been able to make their "higher course"
effective in numbers. They have served chiefly as
local Institutions, and even so have not successfully
risen above an inferior grade.
Under precisely the same conditions the training
classes have been notably successful. The strength
of the training class lies in its purely local ap-
plication. This is clearly the explanation of its
success in contrast to the normal schools; as it is
the explanation of what success the normal schools
themselves have had. It seems a logical Inference
that the rural school must expect to draw its teach-
ers from local territory; that a school giving high
grade training for this purpose can never be large
and economically conducted. The girls whose teaching
ambitions take her from home to school in another
part of the state is aiming higher than at a rural
school position. Many a girl, on the other hand,
will take a teachers course in a local high school
and accept a position in the familiar country about
her home. Verm.ont has tried in vain for fifty years
to bring pupils to her training schools; when she
takes the training schools to the pupils there is a
response at once.
Moreover, the training classes have untried
possibilities. Newly organized, they have not yet
learned to take full advantage of the opportunities
for correlation with other school activities. Their
work should be extended over two years and moulded
into a richer vocational course utilizing all the
appropriate facilities that the schools with which
they are connected possess. In case the plan of
high school centralization is adopted and the state
undertakes to develop 15 or 18 strong "regional school
with full equipment, first class teachers, and a wide-
ly varied curriculum, the teachers course will find
the conditions nearly ideal. Apparatus and able
Instruction will be at hand in all special subjects
for fitting the needs of these classes. The teachers
in charge should be the best obtainable, and should
be m.ade perm.anent, with whatever assistance may be
necessary. v«lth wise development the state will
shortly find itself in possession of 15 or 18 small
but highly efficient training schools, each the cen-
tre for the elementary school interests of its own
limited district, and each cooperating with other
s
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local agencies to unify and improve the educational
conditions in that single unit.
One of the most commendable features of the
training classes is the ready and familiar resort
which they furnish for their graduates in the rural
schools near by when aid and advice are needed. It
would Indeed be an excellent plan to give the train-
ing class teacher supervisory powers over certain phas
of the elementary teaching in her district and thus
still further focus her influence.
3S
In Vermont it would, of course, be quite possi-
ble to continue as heretofore and allow the better
positions in the state to be filled by a process of
natural selection from merit in the lower grades or
from material attracted from abroad. But the recom-
mendations of this enquiry at another point create
a situation that should by all means be taken into
consideration. It is believed advisable that the
smaller high schools should abandon their effort to
offer a regular four year course, and instead combine
with the seventh and eighth grades to form "junior"
high schools, which shall reorganize their work along
somewhat new and different lines. If this plan is
carried out, there will be at once 77 of these
schools, and more will readily be formed; from 300
to 500 teachers will be needed--possibly from 50 to
75 each year. It is particularly important that the
teachers of these schools should have an appropriate
training. The problems of the rural community must
be especially intelligible and attractive to them.
For this purpose it is generally agreed that the
untrained college graduate would be markedly inferior
to teachers trained in a thoroughly high grade school
organized and conducted with this purpose expressly
in view; a "normal ' school, if one wishes to retain
the name, --one requiring at least two and preferably
three years in addition to a four year high school
course, and planned not to imitate the normal schools
of other states, but to show teachers how to deal
successfully with Vermont problems. Such a school
could provide at the same time for the better grade
positions in cities and tov/ns. The nature of its
work would cause it to assume at once the leadership
of the various training classes in the state, and to
operate in close affiliation with them. Its location
would involve various factors. It should be central
and accessible; it should be independent of other
K • *
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educational institutions; it should have a good
library and ample practice facilities. ^uch details,
however, are for the new state board, recommended
elsewhere, to consider and determine.
It is recommended, therefore, that the state
discontinue at once, as normal schools, the two in-
stitutions now being conducted at Johnson and Castle-
ton, and that all available funds and energy be
devoted to developing and improving the training
classes and to providing better salaries for elemen-
tary teachers. It is further recommended that, as
soon as this primary undertaking has been placed
upon a thoroughly sound basis, the educational author-
ities take under consideration the establishment of
a new central training school to serve the needs of
the state in providing teachers for its junior high
schools and for positions in the higher grades of
the elementary schools.
The Vermont Commission of 1912 accepted for the most
part the findings of the Carnegie Foundation modifying them.
however, as follows:
Vermont has tried in vain for fifty years to
bring pupils to her training schools; when she takes
the training schools to her pupils there is response
at once. Experience, therefore, cautions against
the establishment of a special training school. The
Commission is strong in the belief that training of
the character proposed for such a central training
school is the only kind of normal training the state
should undertake, now or hereafter, in a special
institution therefor, and that such training when
given should be in a single, strong, well equipped
central institution. Without, however, in any way
discouraging the establishment of such an institution
whenever the needs of the state in this class of teach
ers require it, the Commission is of the opinion that
the teacher training courses in the schools, will
amply meet the teaching requirements of the elemen-
tary schools, both urban and rural, and of the
earlier years of the junior high schools, all of
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Further agitation for the abolishment of the two normal
schools was continued until the Legislature of 1919 refused
to renew their charters and in 1920 they were closed. Pro-
vision was made for the normal students who had not finished
their training to continue their work at the University of
Vermont, their tuition being paid out of state funds.
The State Board of Education in the same year presented
a proposal for a central teachers college to be affiliated
with the University of Vermont but under the control of the
state, to be located at Burlington, and to offer both a two
and four year course
.
The Carnegie Corporation of New York had offered con-
ditionally the sum of <#100, 000 towards such a college and
the University of Vermont had offered to deed to the state
suitable grounds for such an institution and to undertake to
raise within a reasonable time <#200,000. The state was asked
to appropriate ^100,000 a year for the maintenance of the
college
.
This proposal precipitated in the Legislature of 1921
one of the bitterest fights in the history of Vermont poli-
tics. Friends of the normal schools rallied to their support
and sectional and institutional jealousies were aroused.
The proposal was lost and in place of it the Legislature of
1921 authorized an appropriation of !#100,000 to carry out the
provision of the following law: "The state board of education
1 ^
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in its discretion may establish not more than five nor less
than three, two-year teacher training courses, and may also
establish in connection with high schools, seminaries, and
academies, one-year teacher training courses." Another sec-
tion of the same act permitted the State Board of Education
to provide for the education of teachers beyond the second
year of normal school work.
Two year courses for the training of teachers were of-
fered at the University of Vermont, Castleton, and Lyndon
Institute in the fall of 1921. At the sam.e tim.e (1921-1922)
one year classes were continued in twenty-two high schools
and academies. In 1925 a fourth two year unit was estab-
lished at Johnson Normal School.
The policy was definitely adopted by the State Board
of Education of building up the two year courses and reducing
as rapidly as possible the number of one year classes with
the expectation of ultimately training elementary teachers in
standard organized normal institutions.
The extent to which this policy bore fruit is indicated
by the following table:
Students enrolled in 1 year Students enrolled in
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In 1930-31 the number of one year classes had been re-
duced to three and the following year they were eliminated
altogether
.
In the ten year period the number of two year graduates
had increased from thirty in June 1921 to one hundred and
eighty-four in June 1931.
In 1922 a four year course was established at the Uni-
versity of Vermont. In January 1930 the State Board of Edu-
cation voted to make two year graduation from a standard
norm.al school the miinimum requirement for issuing teaching
certificates to new teachers after the school year 1930-31.
In 1932 the Attorney General of Vermont ruled that the "two
year courses" can legally be designated as “State Normal
Schools." In the same year Castleton Normal School inaugu-
rated a three year course.
In summarizing events of the last twenty-five years
mention should be made of several Improvements, namely;
the act of 1923 requiring graduation from high school before
entrance to normal school, the requirement in 1930 of two
years of training before initial certification, and the
certification by 1944 of all Vermont teacher training insti-
tutions to award the Bachelor of Education degree upon the
completion of a four-year program.
From 1923 to 1944 there were two state helping teachers
in Vermont. These able teachers worked tirelessly with
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school officials in all parts of Vermont to strengthen the
work of classroom teachers. Because of the large number of
emergency teachers, in September of 1943 the state was
divided into six supervisory districts having a full-time
supervisor assigned to each district with one exception,
where, because of the limited number of cadet teachers, the
supervisor gave only part tim.e to the work. In cooperation
with the superintendents concerned, these supervisors guided
the beginning teachers who had not had student teaching through
a semiester of apprenticeship and assisted some experienced
teachers with projects. Thus Vermont had its first experience
with a student-in-service group of workers. The teacher-
education institutions were kept in closer touch with the
work of their students in the field. Superintendents during
those war days of heavy administrative responsibilities
urgently requested a continuation of this service. From*
September 1944 until the spring of 1946 there were four
helping teachers in Vermiont.
In August of 1945 and 1946, one, two, or three day
institutes for war emergency teachers were held. A copy
of the program for 1945 is included here.
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EMERGENCY TEACHERS » INSTITUTE
1945
Aijgust 22nd -- State Normal School, Lyndon Center
August 23rd -- Village Hall, Hartland
August 24th State Normal School, Castleton
August 25th -- State Normal School, Johnson
(High School teachers will meet at first with the elementary
teachers and will later move to another room where Dr. John C

















Program for Elementary Teachers
-- Music (Community Singing) -- Directed by
Jennie S, Donaldson and Doris A. McLam
-- Presentation of the Day's Program --
Carl J. Batchelder
-- Organization of the School -- Jennie C.
Allingham
-- School Management -- Addle E. Maynard
-- Intermission
-- Primary Reading -- Doris A. McLam
-- Luncheon
-- Social Studies -- Jennie S. Donaldson
-- Health Program Including Demonstration of
Playground Activities -- Alice C, Aldrich
-- Hot Lunch Program Including Sample Menus --
Marion C. Warner




Music (Community Singing) -- Directed by
Jennie S. Donaldson and Doris A. McLam
Question Box -- Questions answered by the
State Helping Teachers and others
Summary -- Carl J. Batchelder
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Those expected to attend the Institute ;
War Emergency Teachers
Superintendents having war emergency teachers in their
districts
Carl J. Batchelder, Deputy Coimnissioner of Education
John C. Huden, State Supervisor in Charge of High Schools
Miss Jennie C. Allingham, State Helping Teacher -- South-
western Vermont
iViTS. Jennie S. Donaldson, State Helping Teacher -- North-
western Vermont
Miss Doris A. McLam, State Helping Teacher -- Northeastern
Vermont
Miss Addle E, Maynard, State Helping Teacher -- Southeastern
Vermont
Mrs. Alice C. Aldrich, State Supervisor of Health and Physical
Education
Mrs. Marion C. Warner, State Supervisor of School Lunches
In the fall of 1946, more extensive em.ergency Institutes
were held. Normal School faculty memibers were called upon to
assist in three-day mieetings held at Castleton and Johnson.
Copies of the programs for the three days are given here.
EiViERGENCY TEACHERS' INSTITUTES
Castleton 1946 Johnson
PROGRAM FOR AUGUST 26 AT CASTLETON AND AUGUST 29 AT JOHNSON
(Over 300 emergency teachers at each Institute)
8:00 - 9:00 Registration
9:00 - 9:15 Opening
Music -- Directed by Miss Mary Markiiam., In-
structor of Music at Castleton Normal School
Welcome -- Dr. John C. Huden, Principal of
Castleton Normal School and Mr. William
Carter, Principal of Johnson Normal School
9:15 - 9:35 Purpose of the Institute -- Mr. Carl J.
Eatchelder, Deputy Commissioner of Education
9:35 -10:20 The Philosophy of the Modern School -- Dr. Ralph
E. Noble, Commissioner of Education
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10:20 -10:30 Recess (Please report to your group conference
promptly at 10:30)
First Division
10:30 -11:10 Group 1 Upper Grade Reading -- Part I Miss
Addle Maynard, State Helping Teacher
Group 2 Primary Reading -- Part I Miss Doris
Spencer, Instructor of Psychology
and Reading, Johnson Hormal School
Group 3 Social Studies -- Part I Miss Florence





12:00 - 1:30 LUNCH
1:30 - 2:10 Group
Group
Group
2:10 - 2:50 Group
Group
Group
2:50 - 4:30 iiVork .
Second Division
1 Upper Grade Reading -- Part I
Miss Addie Maynard
2 Primary Reading -- Part II
Miss Doris Spencer
3 Social Studies -- Part III
Miss Florence Black
Normal School Dining Room
First Division
1 Organization and Managemient Miss Doris
McLam, State Helping Teacher
2 Health Mr. Newton Baker, Director of
Health and Physical Education
3 Science Miss Shirley . Miller, In-
structor of Science, Johnson Normal
School
Second Division
1 Organization and Management
Miss Doris MlcLam
2 Health Mr. Newton Baker
3 Science Miss Shirley W. Miller
Art--Miss Ruth Ooburn, Director of Arts and
Crafts
Organization--Mlss Doris McLam
Reading, Upper Grades --Miss Addle Maynard
Reading, Primary Grades--Miss Doris Spencer
Science Excursion--Miss Shirley W. Miller




(Superintendents will assist as counselors.)
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DINKER Rormal School Olnlng Room
ADDRESS Dr . John G . Huden
PROGRAM FOR AUGUST 27, '46 AT CASTLETON AMD AUGUST 50, '46
AT JOHNSON
9:00 - 9:35 Music In the Rural Schools Miss Mary Markham
9:35 -10:15 Teaching Nutrition Mrs. Marion G. Warner,
State Hot Lunch Supervisor
10:15 -10:30 Recess (Please report to your group conference
promptly at 10:30)
First Division
10:30 -11:10 Group 1 Upper Grade Reading -- Part II
Miss Addle Maynard
Group 2 Primary Reading -- Part II
Miss Doris Spencer
Group 3 Social Studies -- Part II
Miss Florence Black
Group 4 Art Miss Ruth Gohurn
Second Division
11:10 -11:50 Group 1 Upper Grade Reading -- Part II
Miss Addle Maynard
Group 2 Primary Reading -- Part II
Miss Doris Spencer
Group 3 Social Studies -- Part II
Miss Florence Black
Group 4 Art Miss Ruth Gohurn
12:00 - 1:30 LUNGH Normal School Dining Room
First Division
1:30 - 2:10 Group 1 Language -- Part I Miss Jennie G.
Allingham, State Helping Teacher
Group 2 Arithmetic -- Part I Miss Addle
Maynard
Group 3 Physical Education Miss Ava M. Golgan,
Instructor of Physical Education,
Bennington
Second Division
2:10 - 2:50 Group 1 Language -- Part I Miss Jennie G.
Allingham
Group 2 Arithmetic -- Part I Miss Addie
Maynard
Group 3 Physical Education Miss Ava M. Golgan
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2:50 - 4:30 Work Period Activities
Arithmetic- -Miss Acidie Maynard
Art --Miss Ruth Coburn
Language--Miss Jennie C. Allingham
Organ! zation--Mlss Loris McLam
Playground Activities--Mlss Ava M. Golgan
Reading- -Miss Gwendolyn Mann, Demonstration
Teacher, Johnson Loriiial School
--Miss Ethel Jenkins, Elementary Super-
visor, Springfield
--Miss Spencer, Johnson formal School
School Lunch Program- -ivir s . Marion C. Warner
Social Studies--Miss black
Music- -Miss Mary Markham
(Superintendents will assist as counselors
during the work period.)
6:00 LIMNER Normal School Dining Room
7:45 ENTERTAINJ/IENT with colored moving pictures.
PROGRAM -FOR AUGUST 28, ’46 AT CASTLETON AND AUGUST 31, '46
AT JOHNSON
9:00 - 9:30 Elementary Teachers' Responsibility in the




Group 1 Language -- Part II Miss Jennie C.
Allingham and Miss Mary Hayes
Group 2 Arithmetic -- Part II Miss Addie
Maynard
Group 3 Spelling Miss Doris McLam




Language -- Part II Miss Jennie C.
Allingham
Arithmetic -- Part II Miss Addie
Maynard
Spelling Miss Doris McLam
10:50 -11:30 Panel Discussion -- Vl/hat the Superintendent
Expects of a Teacher
At Castleton--Superintendents Clarence F.
Amsden, Harry N. Montague and Charles P. Nason
At Johnson--Super intendent Albert D. Lawton
and others
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Long suminer sessions were held at the normal schools
during the accelerated program of the war years. Much to
the dismay of many teachers, only the University of Vermont
has continued to be authorized to offer six week summer ses-
sions. There are still over six hundred emergency teachers,
many of whom would attend summ.er schools nearer their homes.
In Vermont an Elementary Professional Probationary
Certificate may be granted to a graduate of an approved four-
year secondary school who is also a graduate of a standard
normal school course of not less than two year's duration
or to a person holding a baccalaureate degree from an approved
four-year college, normal or university course who has com-
pleted thirty semester hours of professional education in
the elementary field, at least three semester hours of which
must be in observation and practice teaching in the public
schools. An Elementary Professional Standard Certificate
may be granted to a person who has satisfactorily served as
a teacher in the public schools of the State for at least
two school years on a Professional Probationary Certificate.
A beginning teacher is entitled to seven years of certifica-
tion without summer school attendance. Some of these re-
quirements
,
especially the one that certification be continuous
and validated every five years by the completion of an ap-
proved summer school course, have been suspended because of
the emergency. Others need revision.
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Out of 2,551 teachers employed in Vermont in January
1947, 629 were eligible only by nature of temporary certifi-
cates. In contrast to only 5 temporarily certified teachers
in rural schools in 1941, there were 408 thus employed in
1947. Even with the present move for higher salaries,
several years after Vermont teacher training institutions
have again been filled to capacity, the critical shortage
will continue because of the four year lag between the time
a student starts preparing to teach and the time when he is
ready to accept a position.
The in-service program, should not be limited to the
emergency teacher, for all teachers should keep abreast of
the times and should be concerned with the realistic problems
in their own schools. To do this they need professional
assistance to meet the problems that constantly arise.
Methods constantly change and a teacher cannot continue to
rely solely on the textbooks or notes he took while a student
Regular in-service classes began at Johnson in October
1946. Class meetings were held two periods weekly for seven-
teen weeks. These Wednesday evening and Saturday morning
classes carried two semester hours credit value which could
be used for advanced standing toward the degree of Bachelor
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This program for Johnson Normal School was carefully
revised after acceleration and was first used in this formi
In 1946-47. It is to be fiu?ther revised and a Junior High
School Program is to be added in September 1947.
Freshman Program
1st Semester 2nd Semester








Art 102--Mater ials and Methods
English 101-102--0ral and Written
English 3
English 103--Handwritlng 1
Music 101-102--Baslc Co\irse in
Music Theory 3
Science 101--Personal Hygiene 3





















Note : Students will not be required to take Oral and
'Written Composition and the Basic Course in Music Theory
if standard test results indicate that they have attained
mastery in these subjects. Electives may be substituted.
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1st Semester 2nd Semester
Periods Credit Periods Credit
Education 301--Student Teaching
Education 302--Tests and Measure-
ments 2
Education 303-304- -Methods III,






ni que s 3
Science 301-302--Biology 3
Social Science 301-302--Develop-





















1st Semester 2nd Semester
Periods Credit Periods Credit
Education 401- -Student Teaching
Education 402-403--Prlnciples and





English 401--Advanced Composition 2
English 402- -Drama or
406-
-Shakespeare
Science 401-402--Advanced Science 2
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Education 305, 405 Educational Psychology 2
Education 306, 406 Mental Hygiene 2
Education 307, 407 Modern Trends in Education 2
Education 408 Activity Program in the Grades 2
Education 409-410 Reading Clinic 4
Education 312, 412 Kindergarten 2
Art 302, 402 Costume 2
Art 403-404 Research in Art Education 4
Art 405-406 Ceramics 4
Art 308, 408 Integration of the Arts 2
English 303-304, 403-404 Dramatics 4
English 402 Drama 2
English 406 Shakespeare 2
Music 103-104, 203-204, 303-304, 403-404 Chorus 2
Music 305-306, 405-406 intermediate Plano 2
Music 307-308, 407-408 Harmony 4
Music 309-310, 409-410 Evolution of Music 4
Social Science 303, 403 Modern Europe 2
Physical Education 402 Advanced Physical Education 2
Note : The 300 ' s Indicate electives available for
juniors; the 400 ’ s , electives for seniors. Chorus, an elec-
tive for freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors who qualify
There were eight faculty members and three demonstration
teachers at Johnson in 1947. Their positions were as follows:
1. Principal
Principles and Philosophy of Education
2. Social Science Instructor and Dean of Vi/omen
3. English Instructor
4. Director of Apprentice Teaching
Student Teaching
Supervision of Demonstration Schools
Mathematics
Practicum
School Law and Classroom Management
Follow-up of Beginning Teachers
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5. Music and Physical Education Instructor





9. Rural Demonstration Teacher
10. Demonstration Teacher of Grades 1, 2, 3
11. Demonstration Teacher of Grades 4, 5, 6
Three new instructors are to he added in 1947-48.
The governor's commission for investigating the Vermont
normal Schools in December 1946 and January 1947 suggested
that two state teachers colleges be maintained. One of the
reasons for naming Johnson for northern VermiOnt was the fine
new administrative and classroom building located there. It
is a red brick structure with white marble trim of simple
and dignified lines. It is on high land, visible from a
distance and looking out over the valley and on to the beau-
tiful Sterling range of mountains, a beautiful and appropriate
site
.
Inside, the building is functional rather than tradi-
tional. Besides the adequate suites of offices and usual
classrooms, it contains a large library and book repair room,
a large biological laboratory, a suite of art rooms and
studio, a miusic room which approaches an audltorl-um, a health
department, a self-contained one-room school com.plete with
‘•rovi'o.c/'irff.ftl fioJ:d’j8£)t/£>2 o.fnrjM' .
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its own little stage and kitchenette, a three-car garage,
a combined lecture ampitheatre and projection room, a slate-
floored roof deck over the library ell which can be used for
various social puirposes, a small publications room, and a
number of small faculty offices or rooms for private inter-
views and conferences. At this writing, plans are under way
to expand campus facilities.
In March 1947, the Vermont legislature passed a bill
m.aking Johnson a teachers college as of July 1, 1947. Col-
leges at Castleton and at Johnson shall offer a four-year
course of study for the preparation of elementary and junior
high school teachers, the satisfactory completion of which
will be recognized by the awarding of a baccalaureate degree
Two-year or three-year parts of such course of study, may be
offered by each college, and a student who satisfactorily
completes such partial course shall be eligible for a teach-
er's certificate under the board’s certification regulations
The partial courses, last mentioned, shall be offered only
when required, and the necessity for them will be decided
by the board after due consideration of the supply of and
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In-service education is deeply rooted within the Ameri-
can system. Beginning in the monitorial schools which were
an inheritance from England, encouraged by publication in
1823 of Samuel Hall's "Lectures on Schoolkeeping" which in
time evolved into the teachers institutes of Henry Barnard's
time, there has finally developed the summer schools and
extension courses of the present. It is becoming more and
more evident that in-service education should not be isolated
from; education on the pre-service level, for the very ma-
terial with which the latter type of education is concerned
is conditioned by previous education.
1/
Russell's doctor's dissertation published in 1922 gives
the results of data collected on the improvement of elemen-
tary school teachers while in service from the years 1911 to
1920 in 119 cities from all over the United States.
Various kinds of in-service facilities listed were:
group study, demonstration lessons via teachers' meetings,
professional supervision, extension courses and summer
l/Charles Russell, The Improvement of the City Elemen -
tary School Teacher in Service
,
Contributions to Education,
1^0. 128, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
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schools, teachers’ associations, institutes, travel, inter-
school visitation, teacher exchanges, school exhibits, and
financial inducements of one kind or another. His findings
indicated that there should be different emphasis on the
type of training given to a novice from that given to a more
experienced teacher. He thought that the Teaching-Center
Plan in Buffalo, New York, by which a new teacher served a
sort of internship under "master teachers," was a very good
one since the beginner with her knowledge of the latest edu-
cational methods still has to master the technique of presen-
tation of subject matter and adjustment to her pupils. For
the more experienced teacher there was need for an extension
of knowledge, fresh inspiration and keeping up-to-date on
newer techniques and methods. Therefore Russell felt that
she needed group study and demonstration lessons via the
teachers' meetings, or the direct contact with the university
V through extension or summer courses, in order to keep abreast
of the times as far as educational theories were concerned.
For instance, a teacher should be well-informed in the field
of tests and measurements. She should be acquainted with
the latest theories and philosophies of education and current
ideas regarding the psychology of special subjects.
Under the auspices of the Department of Supervisors and
Directors of Instruction of the National Education Association
an evaluation of supervision was made in 1931. This was an
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attempt to determine how far this device was related to the
in-service education of teachers. The department had under-
taken twenty-seven individual projects in schools scattered
throughout the United States. The purpose was twofold, first
' to center attention on the teacher with the idea of changes
in teaching technique, and second to note the kinds of ac-
tivities in which the pupils were participating and to change
the nature of the pupils’ responses. Reports were made by
sixty-three supervisors or directors of instruction which
showed the use of one hundred and twenty- six different pro-
cedures in carrying out the projects of which objective tests
headed the list, with group and individual conferences next
in order. To help poor teachers become better ones indi-
vidual case studies were made before and after supervision
with a detailed statement of remedial suggestions. The find-
ings indicated that supervision resulted in pupil growth and
therefore in the development of the teacher, especially as
she changed her teaching procedure to bring it about. Super-
visory activities were most effective in the following order:
(l) demonstration teaching, ^2) group meetings, (3) personal
conferences, and (4) building the course of study. The aids
most welcomed by the teachers were constructive criticisms
which meant constructive suggestions as well as definite
outlines of work dealing with methods, management, subjects
'I'
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1/
and materials of instruction.
One, two, three, and four room schools in rural dis-
2/
tricts of Colorado and Michigan have been studied by Ogle
3/
and Van Antwerp. They found that the majority of teachers
changed their methods of teaching because of sympathetic
supervision. Pupil attendance was better in supervised ex-
perimental groups than in unsupervised ones. This was proba-
bly because of m^ore attractive materials and methods. Bulle-
tins were at the bottom of the list of supervisory helps.
Visitation, Individual conferences, teachers’ meetings and
demonstrations were preferred.
i/
At Indiana State University in 1941 Shannon reported
on thirty-eight surveys which had been made of the best de-
vices to be used for in-service education. The work was done
in two successive seminars directed by Shannon. The coef-
ficient of correlation between the two studies was .94. The
five highest ranking media for in-service training were
l/Evaluatlon of Supervision, Fourth Yearbook of the De -
partment of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction
,
Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New
York, 1951, p. 70.
^F. A, Ogle, ’’Does Supervision Pay?” School Executive
(February, .1937), 56:234-238.
^Harriet Van Antwerp, ’’Teachers ’ Evaluation of the Ef-
fectiveness of Supervisory Activities,” Educational Method
(May, 1936), 15:441-447.
R. Shannon, ’’The Relative Serviceability of Fre-
quency of the Use of Devices for Improving Teachers in Serv-
ice,” Journal of Educational Research (May, 1941), 38:679-688.
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visitation, conferences and criticism, group and individual
research, teachers' meetings, demonstration teaching, and
directing the work of the teacher.
In Minneapolis in 1932 a group of principals and teachers
of eight elementary schools studied such items as mental im-
maturity, sex, living conditions, health habits, physical
defects, pupil adjustment, and the like. It was hoped that
it might be possible to reduce the failures in grade one by
organizing the primary grades so there would be a greater
advance in pupil morale. The result was continuous progress
1/
plan from kindergarten to grade three.
2/
Florence boyle has reported cooperative studies of
child growth and development carried out in Philadelphia.
In one experiment small groups of teachers who enjoyed the
services of a special consultant recorded their observations
in diary form, which were in turn reported to the group, and
discussed by them in an attempt to get at the underlying
causes of behavior problems. These teachers learned to dis-
ting-uish significant behavior patterns. In another experiment
eighty-one teachers prepared units of work which they shared
with each other. Still another group prepared a form for
l/Jessle E. Taylor, "A Supervisory Project in Adapting
the Curriculum of the Primary Grades to the Needs of Chil-
dren,” Education (February, 1936), 56:328-333.
^Florence Doyle, "Cooperative Study of Child Growth and
Development,” Twenty-First Yearbook, National Elementary
School Principals
,
Washington, D. 1942, pp. 291-297.
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pupils' progress record forms to be sent to parents.
1/
Darlington states that an in-service program for rural
teachers should:
(a) help the teacher in a rural area to analyze and
attack his problems with confidence and success;
(b) give him a basis for the evaluation of the total
teaching process in his own school; (c) help the
teacher to recognize and to utilize the potential
resources--both human and natural--in his community;
(d) help the teacher to develop an understanding of
the significant major problem affecting the rural
life in his community; (e) help the teacher to de-
velop a better understanding of his pupils as indi-
viduals; (f ) enable the teacher to e stabllsh in his
school a classroom situation that meets the needs
of individual pupils; (g) provide some tangible
guidance to help the teacher correct any subject
or activity deficiency he may have; and (h) be a
source of inspiration and encouragement.
iin experiment in the in-service training of teachers in
rural schools has been carried on during the past two years
in two Nebraska counties cooperatively by the county super-
intendents of those counties and the Teachers College of the
University of Nebraska. The superintendents in nine other
counties are conducting their own in-service programme. All
are using A Teacher's Handbook for Self-Appraisal of a Rural
Elementary School
,
developed by Meredith W, Darlington in
cooperation with groups of teachers. This handbook is de-
veloped around the following:
l/Meredith W. Darlington, "In-Service Education of
Rural Teachers," National Education Association, Proceedings
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What I Believe and Try to Do in My School
What I Need to Know about My Pupils
What I Need to Know about My Community
Desirable School Experiences
The School Library
The School Building and Grounds
Am I a Good Teacher?
1/
In a national survey Olsen found that approximately
one-third of all fully accredited teacher institutions in
America make available to teachers some type of experience
with the philosophies, procedures and problems of community-
centered education. The fact that two-thirds do not is of
equal or greater significance to all who are concerned about
realistic teacher education.
2 /
Douglass and Mills state there will be an insistent
demand that teachers em.ancipate themselves from pedagogical
provincialism. Teacher education institutions will be ex-
pected to produce educators in the broadest sense of the word
rather than "school marms . " The general public is far better
informed in regard to social and economic Issues than ever
before. The parent who thought that his child was being
educated for life if he could recite historical dates, or
demonstrate a superficial knowledge of a few selections of
classical literature, is giving way to the parent who is
not satisfied unless the child is interested in, and knows
l/Edward G. Olsen, "National Survey of Teacher Education
in Community Study Techniques," Educational Record I October,
1943), 24:421-435.
^Harl R. Douglass and Hubert H. Mills, "Teacher Educa-
tion Tn the Post-War Period," Educational Administration
and Supervision (December. 19431, p. 532.
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something about, the basic social, economic, and. scientific
concepts of the modern world.
1/
Beecher gave an account of a workshop on regional re-
sources that brought together representatives of labor, busi-
ness, and other organizations for the solution of common
educational and community problems. Teachers were not asked
to study about the problem.s of labor or the readjustment of
industry or the effect of wartime inventions on postwar liv-
ing, but to study with the people who are representatives of
agricultural agencies, state planning boards, industries, and
so on. The re-creation is almost the sam.e as recreation in
the sense of a relaxation from a tense and single-tracked
professional purpose.
In summarizing the work of the Commission on Teacher
2/
Education, Bigelow stated that some colleges and universities
now see workshops as part of year-long programs to assist
teachers in their efforts at continuous in-service growth
and that this method is finding favor in a growing number
of school systems. By expanding field service activities
in their respective areas in term time, campus representatives
are able to continue relationships with former workshop par-
ticipants and to begin relationship with prospective ones.
lyGeorge Beecher, "Summer iiiforkshop on the Resources and
Problems of New England at Goddard College," Progressive Edu -
cation (April, 1945), 22:20-21.
_^Karl W. Bigelow, "Workshops in Teacher Education,"
Teachers College Record (IViay, 1945), 46:508-516.
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This has the advantage of Increasing the staff members’
understanding of school working situations and of encouraging
general continuity of effort. Simultaneously som.e school
systems are taking the initiative by sponsoring local work-
shops on their own grounds, though usually in cooperation
with neighboring institutions of higher learning and always
with staffs that include persons from outside the immediate
community
.
The traditional summer school has catered to persons
upon whom individually has rested the responsibility of pay-
ing the charges for the services from which they have bene-
fited. Vl/orkshop emphases on the working situations from
which participants come, the related interest of school sys-
tem administrators and their desire to see representatives
selected for workshop experience on grounds other than mere
personal means and initiative, and the tendency of workshops
to become bound up with year-round programs for teacher
growth and school improvement have raised doubts concerning
the satisfactoriness of the customary arrangement. The
teachers who would benefit most by workshop experience, and
who because of it would be most likely to prove helpful to
their colleagues in term-time efforts to improve the work
may not be financially able to spend the time in that way
or motivated by eagerness for an advanced degree.
One response to the dilemma thus posed has been a
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tendency on the part of school authorities to increase ap-
propriations for programs of system improvement through the
in-service growth of personnel. The examples of Des Moines,
Denver, Philadelphia, Greenville, D. C., Corpus Christi,
and Shreveport come to mind. One leading superintendent,
after experience with such expenditures, has expressed the
opinion that 1 per cent of a system's budget should be al-
located to purposes of in-service education.
In 1942 the Commission on Teacher Education was able to
list one hundred and twenty-one educational enterprises that
called themselves workshops. Some have been concentrated and
some have been exceedingly comprehensive. For example, the
University of Chicago has sponsored separate workshops for
elementary and secondary school teachers concerned with
general education; Teachers College, Colurr:bia University,
offers workshop opportunities to superintendents of schools,
to elementary and secondary school principals, and to col-
lege staff members Interested in teacher education. Some-
times attention is focused on a particular subject matter:
Harvard, to illustrate, has had a series of workshops in the
social studies; Teachers College in science teaching, the
teaching of English and foreign languages as communication
arts, and curriculum problems; and Chicago in human growth
and development
.
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In some instances participants have been drawn from a
wide geographical area, but workshops have also been success-
fully organized on a state-wide basis in New York, Georgia,
Michigan, and Ohio, to name a few. Of great importance have
been the local workshops arranged--in Denver, Des Moines,
Greenville (S.C.), Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Spokane,
for exam*ple--by school systems for members of their own staffs
Employment during the war of great numbers of inade-
quately prepared teachers prompted large-scale emergency
programs of in-service teacher education. Pour m.ethods used
by a state-supported institution to facilitate practical in-
service teacher training during the war period were reported
1/
by Dawson. They included: local workshops conducted by the
college faculties; visits by groups of teachers in service
to the campus demonstration schools; the granting of credit
approved by the state board of education for local workshops;
and the establishment of a statewide committee on postwar
planning of curriculum.
The major developments in in-service education in the
past three years have been toward more effective organization
of programs for the study of basic Issues of education and
of society. Jessup and Lecture concluded that teacher-sharin S
lyMildred A. Dawson, "Practical In-Service Teacher Edu-
cation," New Forms of In-Service Teacher Education
,
Twenty-
Third Yearbook, Part II, National Association of Supervisors
of Student Teaching, 1943, pp. 16-18.
^John H., Jessup and Myrdie Lecture, "In-Service Training
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in the planning of in-service education is very important.
As a result of a survey of 247 schools made by the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, they
list the following techniques as most promising;
1. Organizing teachers into committees to study
specific problems arising in school.
2. Studying special topics selected by the staff
in general mxeetlngs of the faculty.
3. Providing a teachers' lounge in which the pro-
fessional books and m.agazines of the school are
available
.
4. Having the teachers select mxemxbers of the staff
to review current educational m.agazines orally.
5. Giving special financial rewards to teachers for
participation in programs of in-service education.
6. Cooperatively engaging in a systematic evaluation
of the school.
7. Engaging in an organized faculty attack upon
problemiS of curriculum developmient
.
8. Holding forums which Include parents, teachers
and pupils
.
9. Attending suiruner workshops.
10. Visiting other teachers at work.
11. Holding small group meetings to study course of
study revision.
1/
In 1940 Linder sent out forty questionnaires as a part
of a study of follow-up by the Teachers College Association.
He concluded that there is considerable difference of
l^R. G. Linder, "Pollow-up Work in Teachers Colleges,"
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opinion regarding the follow-up work and adjustment service
a teacher education institution should render. These differ-
ences have to do with: the extent to which the institution
is responsible for assisting the teacher in becoming adjusted
to his job; the extent to which employers want the institution
to aid in such adjustment; and proper means to be utilized
in follow-up work, providing such is considered desirable.
The following observations were made on the basis of his
s t udy
:
1. There is no uniform agreem:ent on administration
plans for the work of follow-up. Various pat-
terns are based on local conditions.
2. There seems to be no uniform agreement on the
amount of responsibility a t eachers college
should assume in following up the work of the
beginning teacher.
3. There is wide variation in practice as to just
what is or should be Included within the m.ean-
ing of follow-up service.
4. There is no clear-cut division or distinction
in responsibility between the extension service
and the follow-up work.
5. The attitude of the public school employer or
other school official must be considered in
follow-up, as he accepts aid or cooperation
from, the teachers college.
6. No valid criteria are available as a basis for
choosing the most effective m^eans of administer-
ing the follow-up service.
7. More intensive service in the area is limited
mainly by the lack of necessary funds rather
than by a lack of interest or any feeling of
responsibility on the part of the teacher
training Institutions.
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Northway states that the teachers college must insist
that each local system make maximum: use of its own facilities
before requesting aid from the college. The am.ount of
service rendered by the teachers college must depend, ob-
viously, on the demand. Therefore, if teachers who find that
local aid is inadequate will seek the aid of the nearest
teachers college, m.any of their problems will be alleviated.
If teachers can persuade the college to issue a list of
services which will be offered upon request and will help to
m:ake the profession aware that the teachers college is con-
cerned about in-service growth as well as pre-service prepara-
tion, a soijirce of help will be opened up which heretofore
has been ignored. Moreover, the teachers college, by working
in closer cooperation with the public schools, can evaluate
its program m.ore accurately and make its pre -service program
more practical. Such off-campus activity seeks to reinforce
local supervisor^?- resources rather than to supplant them.
Under no circumstances should it be regarded as "authorita-
tive dictation" to local schools or teachers. Service should
be extended only upon the request and with the cooperation
of the administrative head of the local system. The oppor-
tunity for consultation should be regarded as an acknowledgmen
_^Ruth M. Northway, "The Follow-Up Service Program of a
Teachers College," In-Service Growth of School Personnel
,
Twenty-First Yearbook, The National Elementary Princj-^al
,
Vol. XXl "(july, 1942), pp. 358-341.
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of the interdependence of the college which prepares the
teachers and the school system which makes use of this
product
.
The exact nature of the assistance which the teachers
college should offer can he determiined only hy a survey of
the difficulties of teachers within the service area. In a
,
1/
doctor's dissertation Johnston gives an appraisal of field
services and practices in small rural schools in Arizona,
Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, and Wyoming.
Five hundred and eighty-nine teachers answered a question-
naire. The Investigating and analyzing of in-service educa-
tion used in rural areas in other sections of the United
States was revealed by replies from forty-seven state de-
partments of education and fifty-three rural supervisors
and educators.
Johnston evolved the following appraisal from this study;
1. Teachers in small rural schools most frequently
face the problems which are arranged in descend-
ing order: (aj lack of time to help pupils, (b)
lack of playground equipment, (c) rural classes
too small to be interesting, (d) too many classes,
(e) loneliness, (f) poor study habits of children.
2. The largest number of teachers reported they had
planned supervision by the school superintendent,
but the visits were not often.
l^Lillian Spinner Johnston, An Analysis and Evaluation
of In-Service Education for Teachers in Small Rural Schools
with Special Reference to Arizona
,
Abstract of a Dissertation
Presented to the Faculty of the School of Education, Uni-
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3. A study of in-service practices revealed that
teachers had little in-service assistance. The
following items are ranked in descending order:
(a) reading educational books, (b) reading for
recreation, (c) county teachers’ meetings,
(d) listening to educational radio programs,
(e) membership in teachers' associations.
4. In-service practices and devices that required
leadership were checked by only a few teachers.
5. Fewest teachers reported they had assistance in
the following in-service practices: (a) a school-
mobile, (b) county teachers' lounge, (c) leader-
ship in helping in the exchange of art pictures,
and projects, Td) exhibits, (e) group discussions
(which ranked fifth from the bottomi in the number
who had this device).
6. Invariably teachers, in checking those devices
which they believed would help them improve in
service, checked those items on which they had
least help. The following are listed in descend-
ing order: (a) a schoolmobile
,
(b) rural teachers'
lounge, (c) exhibits of art and handicraft, (d)
leadership to exchange books, films, art, and
projects, (e) professional library and reading
courses
.
7. The results of the evaluations miade by the 589
teachers showed that the in-service education
available to the fewest teachers was not only
desired by them., but also it was given the high-
est ranking value as a means of helping them to
improve in service. The following items were
ranked in descending order: (a) schoolmobile,
(b) exhibits of handicraft and projects, (c)
professional library and reading courses, (d)
county circulating library, (e) group discussions
on remedial work, (f) rural teachers' lounge at
the county seat.
8. Supervisors and specialists tended to rate high-
est those things which had to do with community
betterment. These items were ranked in descend-
ing order: (a) assistance in 4-H activities,
(b) assistance in using community resources in
the curriculum, (c) leadership to exchange art,
pictures, projects, etc., (d) bulletins worked
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out by teachers and consultants, (e) assistance
in child guidance, (f) schoolinobile
.
9.
There was much greater agreement among teachers,
supervisors, and specialists in evaluating in-
service practices than the devices. Of the
thirty-seven items checked, there was complete
agreement on the first two items by all groups:
ia) educational clinics under teacher training
colleges, (b) leave of absence on pay for further
study. Other items checked by teachers were:
(c) sick leave on pay, (d) summer travel, (e)
attendance at all-year round workshops, (f) off-
campus study groups, (g) field trips to places
in the community to extend the curriculum, and
(h) group extension classes. Of the eight items
ranked above, supervisors and specialists omitted
"sick leave on pay" and "summer travel" and added
"late afternoon or Saturday classes during the
school year" and "informal discussions."
10. Under personal data it was revealed that the
largest number of the 589 teachers replying have
(a) taught 5-10 years, (b) about 61 per cent of
the teachers replying had two years college or
less, (c) most teachers who replied were in one
and two-roomed schools. About one-third had all
eight grades, (d) 56 per cent of the teachers
had an average of fifteen pupils or less; 74 per
cent had less than twenty pupils; (e) more than
half of these teachers had attended only rural
schools as children, (f) about 51 per cent of
these teachers read less than thirty minutes a
day on the average
.
11. Mlnety-one per cent of the teachers claimed the
greatest incentive to stimulate them to improve
in service was the desire to be more efficient
teachers; 46 per cent of the teachers checked
r. increase in salary as an incentive to improve
in service.
12. Evaluation of pupil-teacher growth was generally
made by the county school superintendent. The
most frequently used method was the standard
achievement tests.
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In initiating the program of consultative service at
the State I'^ormal School in Geneseo, New York, information
concerning the needs of the teachers in the service area was
secured through questionnaires, personal conferences, and
reports on the teaching problems observed within the area.
On the basis of the needs thus discovered as well as on the
basis of previous requests, certain types of consultative
service in keeping with the facilities of the institution
were developed. This program was then explained to the teach-
ers and administrators of the local school systems for which
the service was available.
The amount and types of service which a specific teach-
ers college may offer is dependent upon -a variety of factors,
such as financial considerations, the size and preparation
of the college staff, the facilities of the college and of
the local schools, the distance of the cooperating schools
from the college, and the number of requests for service.
Nevertheless, many teachers colleges will find it possible
to offer in varying degrees the following types of service,
which are offered at the State Normal School at Geneseo, New
York.
In some small school systems, especially, where the
supervisory officer is compelled to devote much of his time
to administration or where he has had little experience with
elementary school problems and is unable to give technical
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help, expert personal supervision by a men:ber of the college
staff offers a promising alternative. Another type of per-
sonal field service is assistance with the testing program
followed by assistance in making the best use of the results.
One of the most common types of field service offered by
members of the college staff is lecturing on professional
subjects. Observation of classroom procedure at the demon-
stration school, followed by individual conferences with the
supervisor, has proved helpful to many teachers in service.
Many teachers who seek to Improve their professional reading
are handicapped by lack of m.aterials. The teachers college
can serve a real need by providing at a nominal charge, a
circulating library of professional reading material. In
addition, annotated book lists of professional material can
be made available together with short book reports and refer-
ences to miimeographed material developed by the college. For
this service a small charge may be necessary. Since miany
teachers are called upon to help in the selection of texts,
the establishment of a textbook library at the teachers col-
lege, to which teachers in service may have access, has proven
to be greatly desired and widely used. The teachers college
is in a position to help in teaching children with special
handicaps by administering individual intelligence tests,
analyzing speech difficulties, and diagnosing serious reading
disabilities. In some cases children may then be given
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special work in the speech or reading clinic of the college;
in others, teachers may he assisted in providing suitable '
corrective work in the regular classroom. Many teachers are
in need of expert advice as to the formxation of groups, plans
j
of procedure, and the appropriate statistical computations
|
'I
to use in carrying out experimental studies. The teachers ^
college can loan visual aid equipment to responsible schools.
It is sometimes helpful to have college staff m.embers attend
group conferences on topics of interest to individual schools
such as report cards, curriculum organization, or a particular
method of teaching. The teachers college can help in-service
j
teachers in many ways. j;
In the spring of 1947 a questionnaire was sent to twenty-
'
three New England teachers colleges in an attempt to find out
what in-service work is being offered by teacher training
institutions in that area. Replies were received from four-
teen. The forty statements listed in Table I were Included
I
in the questionnaire. In the table, R stands for regularly
,
0 for often, I for incidentally
,
and N for never . Numbers
in the columns at the right Indicate the number of colleges
,
i
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Table I. In-Service Education of Elementary Teachers from
New England Teachers Colleges
)
Percentage
Rv- 0-K- Iv- N-«-
1. Graduates visited by faculty member who
has a full time follow-up job 2 12
2. Graduates followed up by director of
student teaching 4 2 6 2
3. Graduates followed up by one or more
state helping teachers with headquarters
at the teachers college 1 1 2 10
4. Graduates followed up by one or more
state helping teachers with headquarters
some place other than the teachers col-
lege 1 1 4 8
5. Some graduates visited by English instruc-
tors in the past year 4 10
6 . Some graduates visited by reading instruc-
tor in the past year 1 2 5 6
7. Some graduates visited by music instruc-
tor in the past year 1 2 4 7
8 . Some graduates visited by art instructor
in the past year 4 10
9. Som.e graduates visited by psychology in-
structor in the past year 1 7 6
10. Some graduates visited by science in-
structor in the past year 1 5 8
11. Some graduates visited by social studies
instructor in the past year 4 10
12. Some graduates visited by mathematics
instructor in the past year 1 1 4 8
13. Bulletins containing teaching helps sent
out by the teachers college to graduates. 1 4 9
14. Alumni lists checked annually and an at-
tempt made to locate graduates 6 2 1 5
15. Alumni reunions held at homecoming 10 1 1 2
16. Alumni reunions held at state teachers
convention 4 1 4 5
17. Alumni reunions held at coitmiencement 8 2 4
18. Beginning teachers placed by college
placement bureau or members of college
staff 13 1
-«-R = regularly; 0 = often; I = incidentally; N = never.
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R 0 I N
19. Graduates in the field deserving of pro-
motion served by college placement bureau
or college staff 7 3 4
20. Requests sent to superintendents and re-
ports of graduates completing first year
of teaching received from them 5 2 4 3
21. Reports of graduates completing first
year of teaching received from state
helping teachers 2 6 6
22. Reports of graduates completing first
year of teaching filed in a cumulative
record folder at the college 3 1 6 4
23. Reports of graduates’ work for more than
first year of teaching on file at the
college 2 2 3 7
24. Conferences conducted on the campus for
in-service teachers 2 5 4 3
25. Studies of in-service teachers' problems
made by college staff in process of
evaluating undergraduate curriculum 4 3 4 3
26. Contacts made with students and alumni by
college research department 1 3 10
27. Broadcasts from, local radio station pre-
sented by the college in connection with
in-service program 1 2 11
28. Workshops with college credit for teach-
ers in service maintained on the campus.. 3 4 1 6
29. Demonstration schools in session Satur-
day (instead of Monday) for benefit of
teachers in service 1 1 12
30. Evening classes with college credit held
for in-service teachers 3 4 1 6
31. Afternoon classes held for in-service
teachers 5 4 2 3
32. Workshops maintained on campus offering
college credit 2 2 1 9
33. Vi/orkshops maintained off cam.pus offering
credit for certification only 1 1 12
34. College materials bureau miaintained con-
taining collections of books, films, or
other teaching aids to be loaned to in-
service teachers 6 5 3
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35. Consultants or lectures furnished for
workshops or institutes organized by
state department of education
36. Faculty members assisted superintendents
at teachers' meetings or elsewhere as
requested last year
37. Help of faculty members requested by
superintendents
38. Professional articles, workbooks, or
books published by at least three facul-
ty members
39. Extension courses offered in-service
teachers


















Two questions were included at the end of the question-
naire. In the first, opinions concerning the basic diffi-
culties in follow-up work by a teachers college were requested
The replies are listed here in the order of frequency in which
they were mentioned. The first one listed was mentioned most
often
.
1. Insufficient, already overworked staff.
2. Paucity of budget.
3. Geography of Vermont.
4. Migration.
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In reply to the request for the most valuable In-service
help that a teachers college can offer, the following sug-
gestions were made:
1. Consultation with teacher on clinic (individual)
basis
.
2. Workshops where requested by teachers.
3. In-service courses.
4. Group meetings and discussions.
5. Spring conferences for beginners.
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SUGGESTIOMS TO SUPERINTENDENTS AND TEACHERS ON
REqUIRED EqUIPIVIENT FOR AN IN-SERVICE PROGRAM
WITH READING USED AS AN EXAMPLE
These suggestions are not necessarily confined in their
application to the field of reading alone. Competence in
teaching reading is not achieved overnight or in a four-year
college curriculum. It may Improve with guided experience.
Salary on a Twelve-Month Basis
Three months of vacation without pay is neither good
for the teacher nor the school. During this time teachers
could attend summer school, take part in summer workshops
either in the local community or on a college campus, direct
playground programs, work on courses of study, travel, or
participate in other activities that will help to make them
more valuable to the school system. Time spent in preparing
materials, and making plans for the coming year's work, would
make for more efficient teaching.
For example, experienced teachers will agree that the
clerical work required to evaluate a testing program at the
end of a busy year can make life hectic. This in addition
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broke the camel's back. The effect of the joyous spring
weather on the children requires a teacher who has not burned
the midnight oil doing clerical work. Time during the summer
could be given to evaluating tests and working toward cor-
recting teaching weaknesses uncovered by test results and
other criteria.
School Surveys
A program for the improvement of educational practices
must begin with an appraisal of existing conditions. Too
often this job is turned over to an outside group whose
lengthy report, based sometimes on a fifteen minute observa-
tion of individual teachers at work, causes teachers to be-
come antagonistic toward surveys. These reports may result
in scoldings to the teacher who gets no help toward improving
her work. The superintendent and his staff must be the re-
sponsible agents for a school survey. College staff members
should give valuable assistance in training teachers to do
this work and in giving help for improvement after a school
survey. Teachers grow in effectiveness as they participate
freely in attacking their own problems.
How far a reading program, or any program of education,
can go depends in no small measure upon the qualifications
and equipment of the classroom teacher. An alert school
administrator sees differences between teachers. He en-
courages professional growth and has the definite responsibility
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A responsibility of the administrator is the provision
for an adequate measurement program. Every teacher has the
right to know the M. A. and I. Q. of every child in her group.
A reliable reading-achievement test, given at the begin-
ning and at the end of the year, will show the class gain in
reading achievement and will give data that can be used in
other ways. If a reading-capacity test is used, comparison
with the child's reading achievement will indicate whether
1/
he is reading up to expectations. Durrell says.
In choosing the reading-achievement test, one
should be guided by whether the test is well con-
structed and standardized, whether it is fitted to
the range of abilities in the group to be tested,
and whether it is sensitive to small units of
growth. The test should be Interesting to chil-
dren in its form and content. Its norms should
be representative. It should require at least
ten points of "raw score," or items passed suc-
cessfully, for each year of educational age. It
should not be too easy for the better pupils or
too hard for the slower ones. For example, at
the end of the year in grade three the lower half
of the class may be tested more reliably by a
primary test designed for grades one to three,
while the upper half of the class may be better
served by a test designed for grades three to
six.
l^Donald D. Durrell, Im.provement of Basic Reading
Abilities
,
World Book Company, New York, 1940, p^! 19
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The standard reading tests commonly used In the Boston
University Educational Clinic and in survey work are:
Primary Grades ;
Durrell-Sulllvan Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests-
World Book Company.
Gates Primary Reading Tests--Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University.
Metropolitan Reading Tests- -World Book Company.
Intermediate Grades ;
Durrell-Sulllvan Reading Capacity and Achievem.ent Tests-
World Book Company.
Iowa Silent Reading Tests; Elementary Test--World Book
Company
.
Metropolitan Reading Tests--World Book Company.
Intelligence and Capacity Tests ;
Durrell-Sulllvan Reading Capacity Test--World Book
Company.
Stanford Revision of the Blnet-Simon Tests--Houghton
Mifflin Company.
Undue stress should not be placed on the formal testing
program but it is a valuable supplement to other permanent
records. Tests are still very crude and fine ones could be
made and standardized for a given area by those working there
Tests may be used for many purposes, such as (l) to help
determine which pupils in a class need special help in read-
ing; (2) to ascertain as to what grade each pupil's ability
corresponds; (3) to find out how well each child is reading
in relation to his intelligence; (4) to compare the average
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attainments of a class with the national norms or with other
classes; (5) to determine the particular kind of instruction
needed by an individual pupil on any level of ability; (6)
to measure results obtained from a special experimental pro-
gram of instruction; and so on. A testing program would help
to substantiate the need for an in-service reading program.
Materials and Filing System in Each School
In addition to the testing program there should be an
evaluation of basal reading materials and library facilities.
1/
Durrell gives the following guide in determining the
appropriateness of library materials--
1. The range of difficulty of reading materials
should be comparable with the range of reading
ability of the pupils in the classroom.
2. The books at each level should supply suf-
ficient practice for the pupils’ attainment
of the next higher level.
3. For pupils of below-grade ability, the easy
books should not be those studied in the lower
grades. Books already used are seldom wel-
comed by slow readers and tend to encourage
guessing and remembering rather than actual
reading.
4. Advanced pupils of above -grade ability should
not be given books ordinarily used in higher
grades. Teachers in the higher grades should
have the right to certain books for initial
instruction of all their pupils.
5. So far as possible, enough appropriate material
should be provided to enable each child to read
at his own level in any required unit of sub-
ject matter.
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A file of clippings of news articles, anecdotes, pic-
t-ures, and suggestions for activities is a most useful item
of reading equipment. Separate folders should he provided
for different topics. On each clipping may be placed a code
number to indicate its approximate difficulty. Most teachers
need help in organizing a filing system. Supervisors should
collect samples of games and worksheets to suggest ideas to
other teachers. Supplies of teacher-made games and drill
devices can grow rapidly. Several teachers working together
on the rating of library materials can build rather accurate
graded reading lists of library material at a mlnlmiim of
labor per Individual.
Pew of our elementary schools have well-developed room
libraries. Courses which interest teachers deeply and give
a broad knowledge of children’s books and literature through
actual work with them are lacking in many teachers colleges.
Administrators and parents must wake up to this fact. Some-
times a state library commission will award prizes to schools
that submit the best report of activities carried on during
"Children’s Book Week." The activities of "Book Week" may
also serve to get the parents to help in securing adequate
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Basal Readers, Manuals, and Workbooks
An Important factor in the teaching of beginning reading
is adequate control of the vocabulary. Since the better
basal systems are planned by experts, teachers should be urged
to follow the manuals carefully. Conditions in some schools
are deplorable in that there is an inexperienced or a below
average experienced teacher, no basal systems for at least
grades one to six, and the manual is an unheard-of book. Any
one of these conditions can lead to definite loss of pupil
progress
.
Often children are found reading materials that are too
difficult for them. There should be from five to ten times
-as much reading material written in the same vocabulary at
the primary level than is now commonly available. Haphazard
use of "easy” reading materials in the primary grades can
result in an excessive vocabulary load causing complete
frustration for many children. Teachers need guidance in
selecting a suitable sequence of books from unrelated reading
materials. Groups of teachers can work on this.
Many Vermont schools have one set of basal readers and
one or two sets of supplementary readers for each grade in
the form of old editions. There is a need for many small
sets of readers at various difficulty levels.
One of the criteria for judging the excellence of a
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quicker means of improvement of the reading program taught
by young and inexperienced teachers than to get them to take
advantage of the essential miaterial already prepared in the
manuals . Many teachers have never seen the manuals and there
are superintendents who have to be urged to order them.
The chief objection to workbooks is that teachers may
tend to use them as busy work. This is a criticism of the
teacher and not the workbooks. She should be taught the propel
use of such materials. Commercially prepared workbook ma-
terials provide the busy teacher with miany carefully prepared
aids that she could not build herself, even if she had the
time. Workbooks do not take the place of teacher-made seat-
work .
Professional Libraries
Teachers need to be guided in their professional read-
ing and given a purpose for doing it. The school system
should supply sufficient professional reading material and
the incentive for reading it. A good library of professional
books goes hand-in-hand with teacher participation. If a
teacher has an article to write, a demonstration to give, a
speech to make, or committee research work to do, she will
look for professional books and magazines. Each teacher
should keep a card file on valuable books. A teachers'
meeting might well be spent in bringing the list of pro-
fessional books up to date as a result of exchange of ideas
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and reactions to new professional materials. When many
classroom teachers speak as though they were really acquainted
with leaders in their field, our profession will he lifted to
a higher plane.
The writer would stress the use of periodicals for
teachers in a system. These have not been used enough and
many teachers could not name three good ones. Reading good
magazines might stimulate individual research.
Teachers should have personal copies of some good pro-
fessional books. A district library may be built up by sug-
gesting that each teacher buy a book which she chooses from
a carefully made list. This book is in the circulating
library and may be taken by the teachers if and when she
leaves the district.
Professional Writing
Too often excellent teachers hesitate to write an ac-
count of practices they have found successful. Since thinking
involved in writing a paper for publication is conducive to
growth and the feeling of well-being and recognition after
an article is published is stimulating, teachers should be
encouraged to write. In the writer’s state, the helping
teachers encourage teachers who are doing fine work to write
articles for the Vermont Educational Journal . More articles
should be written on reading. Since practically every teacher
and administrator in the state gets the magazine it could be
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I
a coordinating link in an In-servi-ce program in reading.
I
Group Conferences
Administrators should not show lack of appreciation of
j
time value and disregard for teachers' rights hy summoning a :
j
great number of people together merely to hand out regulations
or discuss items of concern only to a few of those present.
Teacher participation in planning and admlnis-
|
tering group conferences will usually insure better
results. In general, leadership chosen from the
group will insure local emphasis and practical
application. A mlm.eographed brief should be mailed
out in advance to those who will be present. The
brief may consist of an outline of what is to be '
done, a set of theses to be defended by various
leaders chosen for the purpose, a lesson plan for
demonstration teaching, or a set of standards for
judging the teaching. If a thoughtful reaction is
to be made by the audience to the subject under
discussion, an outline of some sort would appear
necessary. The group-discussion, the panel-discus-
sion, or lecture-discussion types of teachers’ FiSet-
ings are now generally preferred to the form.al lec-
,,
ture type.^
The time for the m.eetings should be acceptable to the
jj
majority of those participating and as convenient as possible.
The writer thinks that it would be well to plan the length
of the school year so as to Include half days which are
definitely to be used for meetings. The place should be a
central one and suitable to the purposes of the meeting.
Usually a room with chairs and tables is desirable. Meetings
j
lyBarr, Burton, and Brueckner, Supervision, Principles
and Practices in the Improvement of Instruction ' Apple ton-
Century Company, New York, 1947, p. 678
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should be held as needed and not necessarily according to a
hard and fast schedule.

CHAPTER IV
THE PLACE OF THE TEACHERS COLLEGE IN AN
IN-SERVICE PROGRAM WITH READING USED
AS AN ILLUSTRATION
Motivation through Student Teaching Program
Any in-service program may tend to become impractical
unless the task is broken down into small assignments and
authority definitely delegated. The teachers college within
each region could work with the state department of educa-
tion, administrators, and teachers in the field. Each agency
can share and contribute according to its facilities. There
need be no rivalry and petty grievances as there is more work
to be done than all can accomplish.
Since one of the major Immediate goals should be to
stimulate a state-wide Interest in the Improvemient of reading,
the initial efforts must be particularly outstanding. A few
very successful programs will attract the attention of other
school systems and will increase the demand for participation
in the program.
In Vermont, teachers located near the normal school
might cooperate in initial projects. Student teaching can
be the starting point for mutual cooperation. Some
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superintendents like to have normal schools send them promis-
ing candidates for six weeks or more at a time. Here there
is an understanding that students will he placed under the
direct supervision of outstanding classroom teachers and that
a contract will be offered if the student teacher measures up
to his expectations. This type of training, preceded by ob-
servation and some participation in the training school, is
of more practical value than full-time residence work in
training schools, because it is effectively carried on under
conditions closely resembling a full-time job. The student
lives in the community and participates in the total school
program. Some student teachers set the stage for a school’s
participation in a reading program instigated by a normal
school
.
If the normal school places several of its graduates in
nearby public schools where many of its current students also
do practice teaching, a combination of services can be ef-
fected involving three functions--supervlsing student teach-
ers, helping recent graduates, and gathering data for evalua-
tion of the college program. Because placing student teachers
in a school cannot be accomplished except through agreement
and cooperation with school superintendents, principals, and
supervisors, the process can help to develop better relation-
ships between pre-service and in-service institutions. By
getting members of the college faculty to visit their former
-
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students, to observe their classes, and to discuss their
problems with them, the college can succeed not only in col-
lecting data for the appraisal of its program but also in
sensitizing its staff to the needs and peculiarities of the
area it serves.
Perhaps the fact that alumni are difficult to reach
individually, together with the time-consuming nature of ob-
servation, accounts for the failure to use this technique
more often excepting as it is connected with student teaching.
The Work of the Director of Apprentice Teaching
An opportunity for following up graduates is possible
through the work of the "Director of Apprentice Teaching" who
is a member of the normal school faculty. There should be
close cooperation and often the other faculty members should
go into the field to view the results of their teaching and
give help in their specialty. This person is director of
demonstration schools, student teaching, and a key leader in
in-service work. To be most effective, he should cooperate
with state supervisors.
Spring Institutes for Recent G-raduates
The Spring Institute is a practical device for normal
school follow-up. In the spring of the year the normal school
holds a conference especially designed to help recent gradu-
ates with the problems that have arisen during their first
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year of teaching. In order to make possible the attendance
of those young graduates at the conference, current seniors,
who have completed student teaching, substitute for them.
Student teachers going into the schools as substitutes go a
day or two early in order to plan the week’s work with the
regular teacher. This device provides additional training
for a superintendent's staff and gives him an opportunity to
observe the work of prospective teachers for future employment
in his system.
Demonstration Schools
Teachers with a background of excellent training and
successful experience are placed in the twelve demonstration
schools in Vermont. They are paid extra for the demonstration
teaching and additional activities they are called upon to
do. Each of the four teacher training institutions in that
state has three demonstration schools.
Instead of generalizing on some theoretical teacher
training institution, the writer wishes to show how the use
of demonstration schools fits into an already existent situa-
tion. Johnson Normal School is situated in a small rural
community. It offers a four year degree course and other
shorter courses because of the present "emergency." The
students have a predominately rural background. From the
time they enter as freshmen these students follow the program
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Sound and approved methods of procedure, devices, and
techniques could be demonstrated at the demonstration schools
during the normal school’s spring conference for recent gradu-
ates. The lesson--lts aim, method, and technique --should be
carefully explained prior to the demonstration. To be most
effective the lesson should be followed by careful and criti-
cal discussion. Such records as the observers might desire
to miake may take any one of a number of forms. Sometimes it
is worth while for observers to make a brief running outline
of the lesson. The things observed and the type of record
taken are excellent indices of the teacher's maturity in the
field. The following page consists of a "guide sheet for ob-
servations . "
Each lesson should be carefully planned by the demon-
stration teacher and the supervisor. The supervisor should
always be in attendance at the demonstration and should, with
the help of the demonstration teacher, conduct a conference
following the lesson.
Demonstration lessons may be a part of teachers' meetings
or of extension courses carrying college credit.
By keeping the demonstration school open on Saturday
morning, or all day Saturday instead of Monday, it would be
possible to demonstrate for in-service teachers who could
also use the library on that day. A yearly program of
i '
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Griiide Sheet for Observations
(Bring this paper to the discussion following the demonstra-
tion . )
Date School
Teacher No. of Children
Name of Observer
Summary: (Follow the steps of procedure as outlined by your
instructor for observing this particular lesson.
)
The back of this sheet is for sketches of charts or
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lectures, demonstrations, clinics, and conferences might cen-
ter around one problem such as the Diagnostic and Remedial
Procedures in Reading.
Sample Demonstration Lesson Plans or
Topics for Demonstration
Typical examples of demonstrations in a course for the
improvement of reading are indicated by the following sample
lesson plans or subjects for demonstration:
A . Analysis of specific reading needs :
Typical record forms for informal testing are given
1/
by Durrell. The one for intermediate grades is illus-
trated on the following page.
Informal tests based upon reading materials and
charts of faulty habits and difficulties observed when
the child is reading provide the best basis for planning
effective instruction. Durrell and Sullivan give the
following help on informal testing.
The informal test is individual and is used to
help the teacher find the level of reading ability
for each child in her grade. The average fifth
grade teacher will have pupils ranging from grade
two to grade eight in reading ability. The follow-
ing explanation is given so the teacher may prepare
her own informal testing material.
1. Choose a basal series of readers (any of the
standard, well-graded systems) which goes from
the first through the sixth grade.
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2. It must be a reading system the children have
not used previously.
5.
Choose selections that are about one hundred words
long at the primer and book one and two levels.
Choose selections one hundred and fifty words long
in books three, four, five and six.
4. Build five questions on the primer level, six on
book one and two levels and eight on book three,
four, five and six levels.
5. Be certain they are questions which require com-
prehension of the material read rather than pure
word recall. Vary the vocabulary in the question
from the vocabulary in the text. Make questions
which cannot be answered in monosyllables.
6. Choose two selections from the primer, one from
the first part of the book and one from the lat-
ter part. Do the same with book one. The vocabu-
lary steps up so rapidly in the early books that
a child who can read well in the beginning of the
book may not be able to read well in the latter
part
.
7. In books two, three, four, five, and six, two
selections should be chosen. One is to be used
for oral and one for silent reading. These selec-
tions should close to the center of the book.
8. Prepare small index cards (3” x 5”) for each book
with the following information:
Name of the book.
Level of grade of book.
Numibers of the pages to be read.
Questions you have prepared.
Oral or silent reading selection.
9. When this testing is done you can readily see by
examiining the check marks where the greatest dif-
ficulty in reading in your classroom lies.
10. You will then prepare to divide your class into
groups to work together on the basis of the errors
they made. Children with like errors may work
together to advantage
.
11. It will be noted by studying the analysis sheet
.
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that often children need work in more than one
group and that several suh-headlngs may be grouped
together for the type of instruction.
12. Most classroom teachers find they require the fol-
lowing groups
.
a. <«iuick perception (word recognition group).
b. Word analysis group.
c. Phrase work.
d. Comprehension (All groups should be checked
for comprehension after all learning is pre-
sented. This group Includes those children
who had particular difficulty comprehending
the material they read.).
B. Grouping the children for instructional purposes and the
selection of suitable materials for each group.
C. Conducting a reading lesson based on small group instruction.
D. Other reading lessons using the basal materials selected
for each group but stressing, one at a time, such skills
as word recognition and analysis techniques, oral reading,
study skills, developing reading skills through social
studies materials, keeping reading progress charts, use
of workbooks, developing habits of phrasing, etc.
Five sample demonstration lesson plans are included here
to illustrate how carefully a demonstration teacher should
prepare his work.
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First Sample Demonstration Lesson Plan
A SCIENCE DEMONSTRATION LESSON WHICH MOTIVATES
READING TO GET INFORMATION
(Intermediate Grades)
I. Objectives
A. To teach the principle of the electric incandescent
light
.
1. By giving the children an opportunity to observe
the lighting effect of electricity.
2. By having them see the problems Edison encountered
when he was working on the light
.
3. By helping them to form tentative conclusions
based on their observations and what they already
know about electricity.
B. To trace the circuit in a flashlight and show how the
switch makes and breaks the circuit.
C. To point out the importance of checking what ^ have
observed and tentatively concluded. Three ways of
checking are:
1. Reading
2. Repetition of the event
3. Asking better-infomed people
D. To show them other kinds of switches and have them
understand that they can figure out how these work
and thus often be able to repair broken switches.
II. Materials
A. Simple electric light made in the following manner:
Attach a piece of thin iron wire to two nails which
stick through a cork. Fit the cork into the neck of
a glass bottle. Connect dry cells to the heads of
the nails.
B. Incandescent light bulbs.
C. Charts on incandescent lights
(Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company;
D. Flashlights
E. Switches
1. Single bar switch (home-m^ade)
2. Wall switches
3. Turn-button switch
F. Books for special reports and checking our observations
1. Beauchamp, Discovering Olit 'World -
-3, pages 177-180.
2. Cornell Rural School Leaflet, Electricity and
Magnetism
,
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3. Knox, Stone, Meister and Wheatley, The Vi/onder -
world of Sclence --6, pages 102-104.
4. Parker, Electricity
,
pages 14 and. 15.
III. Procedure
A. Help them to remember what two questions we were going
to try to answer today.
1. How do electric lights work?
2. How do switches m.ake the lights go off and on?
Write these questions on the board.
B. Show the simple electric light and explain its parts.
Gan they guess what will happen when the circuit is
closed? Explain the importance of observing very
carefully.
1. Close the circuit. The wire in the bottle should
glow for a short time and then break.
2. Why does the wire glow?
‘ a. It is fine.
b. There is a lot of electricity for such fine
wires
.
c. It becomes hot.
d. Things that are hot get red-hot and even
white-hot
.
3. Buch light is called Incandescent light.
4. Why wouldn’t this very simple light be of much
value? --It wouldn’t last long.
5. What man discovered how to make a light that
would last longer? How did he do it? Who would
like to find out for tomorrow’s class? (Assign
the special report to someone and help them de-
cide where to look for Information.)
C. Show incandescent lights of today.
1. What can you see inside the bulb?
2. Using the chart trace the circuit inside the bulb.
3. What happens when lights burn out?
D. Lead them to think of two other types of electric
lights, neon and fluorescent. (Special reports on
these?
)
E. Using a diagram on the board help them to trace the
circuit in an ordinary flashlight. Show how the
switch opens and closes the circuit.
F. Lead them to state ways in which we can check what
we have been discussing. (Pupil planning for check-
ing certain items and reporting tomorrow.
)
G. Choose someone to figure out and explain with the
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Help them to -anderstand. why it might be valuable to
know how switches, etc., work.
IV. Evaluation
Second Sample Demonstration Lesson Plan
A DEMONSTRATION FOR WHICH WEEKLY READERS GIVES





A. To develop an understanding of wrhat conservation is.
B. To teach about the Friends of the Land and the United
States Soil Conservation Service.





D. To teach what the Indians of northv/estern Minnesota
are doing for conservation.
E. To develop the ability to skim to get essential facts
II . Materials
A. Weekly Readers (Children’s newspapers add to the file




B. Wall map of the United States
C. Dictionaries
D. Pictures of animals
E. Sand table representing farm very badly eroded
III. Procedure
A. Pass out Weekly Readers . Give them opportunity to
look at pictures and jokes.
B. Have them look up "conservation" in the dictionary
and be ready to discuss its meaning in class.
Group C. Approach to "Indians liiiork for Conservation" (Apr. 1-5,
1
. 1. Develop meaning of "conservation." 1946)
Rotlce the title of the article on page
2 of our Weekly Reader . Notice the small
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1 beside the word "conservation." If you look
at the bottom of the column it explains what
that word means.
How does the dictionary define it?
Talk about its meaning and any knowledge the
children already have of conservation. What
are some of the things we want to save?
(animals, soil, trees, flowers, etc.)
2. "Chippewa Indians "--Write on the board and help
with pronunciation.
3. "Northwestern Minnesota"--Write on the board and
help locate on a map.
4. "Wildlife "--Pronounce . Notice it is a compound
word. Discuss meaning.
5. Use pictures to help review these animals: beaver,
muskrats, minks, otters.
D. Developing ability to skim to get essential facts.
Read as quickly as you can to find answers to these
questions. Put your finger on the place when you
find it and look up. When you are called on read
the answer aloud.
1. Why is this part of northwestern Minnesota not
suited for farming?
2. What three things did the Government do to help
the Indians?
3. In what four ways do the Chippewa Indians now
make their living from the forests?
4. (/Vhat happened when the Indians forgot to protect
the riches in the forests?
E. Approach to "Friends of the Land"
1. Sand table.
Does the farm represented look like a good one?
Why or why not? Did the farmer practice con-
servation? How may he be able to make his farm
good again? You will be better able to answer
that question after you've read the article,
"Friends of Our Land."
2. Reading the pictures.
Vilhat has happened to the land in picture one?
How does picture two differ fromi picture one?
Our reading will help us to find out how to m.ake
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P. Teacher---directed reading of the first few para-
graphs .
Read to find answers to questions.
1. For what is the society, "Friends of the Land"?
2. How has about ^ of our good land been destroyed?
3. What happens to people living on worn-out farms?
G. Assignment
1. Finish reading "Friends of the Land."
2. Match the sentence beginnings and sentence end-
ings in Exercise A.
„
3. Do sample test--Exercise C. li




A. To develop an understanding of conservation and its
importance
.
B. To develop an understanding of how contour plowing
and strip cropping help to prevent erosion.
C. To have them read how farm ponds can be made and
why they are valuable
.
D. To develop the ability to comprehend and retain facts.
II. Materials
A. Vtfeekly Reader
B. Dirty windows, strips of cloth, window screen--to




1. Discuss the meaning of the word conservation.
What things should we try to conserve?
2. Reading the plctures--Point out the erosion
evident in picture one, the contour plowing in
picture two, and the strip cropping in picture
three. Put the underlined terms on the board
and discuss the meanings.
3. These pictures suggest two ways of saving our
soil. Let us read to find out Kiore about these
two ways and how farmers have tried them.
B. Assignment
1. Read "Saving Our Soil" carefully.
2. Do Exercise A to develop ability to comprehend
and retain facts.
3. Think about "Questions to Guide "^our Class
Discussion .
"
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4. If you have time read the remainder of the paper.
C. Help individuals to finish up questions they couldn't
get
.
D. Explain how dirty windows can help us to understand
how contour plowing and strip cropping help to pre-
vent erosion. Have on one dirty window strips of
cloth placed vertically and on another curved strips
placed horizontally. These represent up and down
plowing and contour plowing. Also have a dirty
window screened and one unscreened. The screen has
a similar effect to that of vegetation.
The next time it rains we shall see which windows re-
tain the most of their soil.
E. Use "Questions to Guide Discussion."
F. Talk briefly about the other articles read in the papers
1. How are farm ponds made and how are they valuable?
2. Did the early settlers in America practice con-
servation? What made them wake up to the need for
it?
3. ’Where did Tom Trott visit this week? Vfeat is a
bird sanctuary?
4. vVhat is being done with thousands of Ar^erlcan
seeds? What organization is planning this? Why
is it so important that war-torn countries have
seeds to plant?
G. If there is time talk about the poor farm represented
on the sand table and how we could make it a good farm
again.
1. Do contour plowing.
2. Do strip cropping.
3. Fence the cattle out of the woods.
4. Make a farm pond.
5. Plant trees.
Third Sample Demonstration Lesson Plan
READING DEMONSTRATION LESSON (Grade 4)
Using a Basal Text
Objectives
A. To develop reading readiness for the story "Getting
Acquainted .
"
B. To give practice in use of the glossary.
C. To give practice in recognition and understanding of
the suffix "able."
D. To develop skill in skimming with use of the following
steps
:
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1. Skimming to find dates, proper nouns, direct
quotations, etc., which can he picked out readi-
ly from the rest of the material.
2. Skimming to find answers to questions stated with
almost the same wording as that in the hook.
3. Skimming to find answers to questions using
similar phrasing to that in the hook, hut in
reverse.
E. To give practice in oral reading.
II. Materials
A. O'Donnell, Singing liVheels
,
Row, Peterson & Company.
B. Guidebook for Teacher--4th year--to accompany
Singing ViHieels .
C. Oompanlon hook for Singing Wheels .
III . Procedure
A. Recall incidents in yesterday's story -- "Tom's Ar-
rival in Hastings Mills."
B. Turn to page 53. What is the name of the new unit?
What is the name of the first story?
C. Introducing new words for "Getting Acquainted."
1. Have them listed on the hoard.
2. As they look at the pictures Introduce the story,
using the new words listed on the hoard. When
those words are needed to complete a sentence
or answer a question, the children should get
the word from the hoard. Look up underlined
words in the glossary.
3.
'Look at the pictures on pages 52 and 53.
Which one of the hoys do you think is Tom? Do
you think it will he hard for Tom to get "ac-
quainted" with the children at Hasting's Mills?
Two hoys are "taller" than the others. One of
them is wearing a queer-looking "fur" cap.
vVhere do you suppose he got it? None of the
children are wearing shoes and stockings; hut
when winter comes, somebody is going to be busy
"knitting" stockings to cover those hare legs.
4. Pages 56-57. When you look at the picture on
page 56, you can see that Pa is "satisfied" to
have Tom at hom.e . Do you think Pa is explaining
;
how necessary it is to have the water "rush"
over the mill wheel? Maybe Pa is telling Tom
why the "government" moved the Indians farther
west. Maybe they are listening to the "z-z-zlng"
sound of the saw cutting through logs. Pa has
probably "suggested" that they go inside the
mill, as the picture on page 57 shows Tom
cm.
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watching the "magic" of the big saw. (Explain
about the workings of an old saw mill.)
5. Page 60. In this picture Pa has taken Tom outside
to see the huge logs being hauled to the mill.
Tom was surprised to see a little dark man whom
Pa called "Frenchy." The little man was saying
"haw" to the pair of oxen he was driving. Now
what do you suppose that meant? If we read care-
fully we may find out more about this man Frenchy.
6. Look up "pass" and "upright" in the glossary.
Discuss meanings.
D. Suffix "able"
Have words ending in "able" listed on the board. Can
they tell their meanings and how the suffix changes
the meaning of the words. Add "able" to some other
words and use them in sentences to show they under-
stand their meanings.
E. Skimming
1. Skimming to find sim.ple information such as dates,
direct quotations, proper nouns, etc.
a. Page 53. Skim to find out what call was made
to show the stage coach was ready to leave
Hastings Mills. Do you suppose Tom is going
too?
b. Page 54.
(1) Skim to find the name of the boy that
interested Tom most.
(2) Where would Tom go hunting?
2. Skimming to find answers to questions stated in
almost the same wording as that in the text--page
55. Read aloud the answers.
a. What work did Sally and Jim have to do?
b. What did Ma beg Pa to do?
c. uVhat did Pa say?
d. Vi/here was the most interesting place in the
world to Tom?
e. What was the first thing Tom wanted to see?
f. VlHiere did he dash to see it? To what did he
listen? What did he watch?
3. Skimming to find answers to questions using similar
phrasing to that in the book but in reverse--pages
56 and 57. Read answers aloud.
a. Why had Pa dropped stones and logs into the
water?
b. ^What did Pa say had to be done before the snov/
flew?
c. i/Vhere did Tom go before Pa had finished talk-
ing? k
d. 'JVhat was the wooden car used for?
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e. V/hy did Pa have to pull Tom hack from the
saw?
4. Skimming to find answers to questions that re-
qiiire finding the Information and then Inference.
Page 58.
a. i/Khat did Pa mean when he said, "For a good
many days we were never sure what we were
sawing--wood or Indians"?
h. JVhere does Pa say the T^dians are?
c. Viihy does he think Tom may see one?
d. Why do you think the government bought the
land and moved the Indians westward?
e. What does Tom hear outside and to what do
you suppose the voice is calling?
P. Assignment
1. Finish the story to find out who the new character
in the story is.
2. Page 20 in the workbook
a. Skimming to find words or phrases that de-
scribe .
b. Rearranging the events in the story in correct
order
.
3. Page 21. Study picture of mill and know where
these things are: mill, m.illrace, mill wheel,
river, dam.
Fourth Sample--Two Demonstration Lesson Plans
SOCIAL STUDIES DEMONSTRATION LESSONS (Grade IVA)
In which supplementary reading is provided.
I. Objectives
A. To drill vocabulary of Old Stone Age unit.
B. To review what they have learned by using the movie
which they have made and for which they have written
the script.
G. To introduce the study of earliest houses.
II . Materials
A. Drill cards for vocabulary building and review
B. Movie theater and movie
C. Record




E. Books for supplementary reading
P, Stone that might have been used as tool by early men
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A. Review vocabulary by using phrase cards. On one
side is written the word and on the other its meaning.
B. ko vie --"How Man Learned"
1. Introductory music
2. Curtain
3. Actlon--Child reads the script that goes with the
picture he drew.
C. Hew Stone Age
1. Vvhat did we call this period of time about which i
we have just seen the movie? (Stone Age)
2. Vi/hat is the name of the movie? ("How Man Learned’
"Man learned a lot during this period- -how to
use fire, to make tools from stone, to live in
caves, to speak to other men, etc. But there
was still much more for him to learn. Consider
how much more we know than these earliest men
did. "
3. "About the year 10,000 B. C. man began to Improve
even faster." Explain meaning of 10,000 B. C.
Show stone shaped like ax head. "\¥hich will cut
better, this or our ax today? How can the rough
edges on this stone be made smooth?" (Use a
grindstone.) "Early man learned how to make
stone smooth by rubbing it against other stone.
Then he could make much better tools and weapons.
The period after this discovery is called the
New Stone Age." Show drill card. "Man learned
many other things during the New Stone Age."
4. "Up to thls_ time what had man used for houses?
(Trees, caves) "After thousands of years he
began to think' of better places to live. He
built a hut out of reeds and clay, or he made a
tent out of the skins of animals. iiVhy was this
an improvement?"
5. "Let us read together 'Viihen People Were Beginning
to Build Houses '--p. 37." Read silently and dis-
cuss.
6. "The first story in this section is ’The House
That Long-Toes Built. ’ You’re going to read
that by yourselves. Also, so that we niay know
about several different kinds of early houses
you’re going to read in other books. One kind
of house was a wattle hut." Show drill card.
"You will read about something called mounds
that early men left behind." Show drill card.
7. Review new vocabulary.
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8. Assignment
a. Compare Long-Toes' house with yours. List
the ways In which they are different.
b. Supplementary reading to find answers to
questions about other early houses.
IV. Bibliography
A. Barker, Grimm, Hughes--The Story of Earliest Tlmes --
text
.
B. Clark and Gordy--The Early Story of Mankind - -pages 39
and 40.
C. Coffman-- The Child's Story of the Human Race --pages 32
and top of 33; "Ttalian Huts and Chimney Holes "--page
35.
D. £rleigh-- In the Beglnnlng--pages 19 and 20.
E. Kelty-
-
Learning and Teaching History in the Middle
Grades --for the teacher.
F. Mlller--A Picturesque Tale of Prog;ress --Vol . 1, pages
40-43.
G. Southworth and Southworth--The Story of Long Ago - -page





A. To teach the story of the Crusades
.
B. To review the vocabulary necessary to read today's
lesson.
C. To present to them "The Crusader's Hyirm" as an intro-
duction to reading.
D. To read and discuss the following topics:
1. Causes of the Crusades
2. The First Crusade
3. The Second Crusade
4. The Third Crusade
5. The Children’s Crusade
E. To have them try to figure out what effects the Cru-
sades may have had on Europe.
II. Materials
A. Vocabulary chart
B. Wall map of Mediterranean Region
C. Pictures
D. Books
1. Coffman--The Child's Story of the Human Race
2. Compton's Encyclopedia
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Hlllyer-- i\. Child’s History of the World
Ke 1ty -
-
Bep;inninp;3 of the American Nation
Kelty--Learning and Teaching History in Inter -
mediate Grades --For the teacher
of the American People




Miller--A Picturesque Tale of Prog‘ress --Vol
. 6




Story of the Middle
Ages
III. Procedure
A. Vocabulary drill In preparation for reading, using
vocabulary chart.
B. Explain the causes of the crusades, what they have
not already gained from vocabulary study. Use wall
map to show places involved. As the crusaders
marched along they sometimes sang. One of their
songs we still sing in churches today. It’s called
"The Crusader’s Hymn." (Sing it to them.) Point




1. Best group do Independent r eading--pages 292-295,
The Old Vi^orld and Its Gifts . They do a compre-
hension check and supplementary reading if there
is time.
2. The rest of the group does guided reading. I
tell them a story, then they read to find specif-
ic bits of information.
D. Discusslon--entlre group
1. Ask questions to test their memory of facts.
2. Questions applying their learning to present-day
conditions
.
a. Who uses the red cross as an em.blem today?
b. Are pilgrimages ever made today?
c. Vi/hat are some articles used in warfare by
the Crusaders? by us today?
d. What do we hear about the Holy Land in the
news today?
e. How are armies raised today? How were they
then?
3. Show following pictures at appropriate tim.e.
a. Crusaders on their Way to the Holy Land.
b. The Siege of Acre
c. Richard, the Lion-Hearted in the Holy Land
d. The Children’s Crusade
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4. Use map to show routes of Crusaders.
E. Introduce through discussion what the results of the
Crusades may have been.
1. Where did we learn some of the very earliest civi-
lized people live?
2. Do you suppose the Crusaders who came back to
Europe told the people about the great things
they had seen?
3. Were these people content to go back home and
settle down as they had been?
4. Introduce vocabulary for reading about the ef-
fects of the Crusades in Europe.
F. Assignment
1. Read pages 296 and 297--The Old World and Its Gifts
2. Comprehension check on The Story of the Crusades .
3. Supplementary reading. Jot down a few notes so
they can tell us tomorrow about what they’ve read.
IV. Evaluation
Fifth Sample- -Reading Demonstration Plans
READING DEMONSTRATION FOR PRIMARY BLOCK OF A RURAL SCHOOL




A. To teach the word "caps"
B. To review sentence beginnings
C. To develop phrase recognition









1. Do you remember the story about Mother and Alice
going to the store?
2. What did Mother get?
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Today we have another story about Mother going
to the store.
Reading activities--from the board
Development of sight vocabulary- -in pocket cardholder










A. To check the word and phrase recognition
1. Help pupils to realize that a quick recognition
of words will make them good readers
2. Discourage pointing and lip-reading
B. To check the interpretation of content
C. To help pupils acquire the technique of making new
words from old ones
II . Materials
A. First Reader, Round About (Alice and Jerry Series)
B. Blackboard
C. Seatwork ( hectographed)
D. Workbooks
E. Pictures




1. Vi/e have been reading about a man who was a friend
to all the children in a town.
2. Vi?hy was he a friend of all the children?
3. What kind of a person do you like for a friend?
4. How can we make and keep lots of friends?
5. Can we buy friends?
B. Silent and Oral Reading
1. Let us turn to page 15. Put your marker in your
book. close your book. We shall listen
to read to us about the toy maker’s
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2. Everyone open your book and turn to page 16.
Read silently and find out what the toy mender
said about himself.
3. I would now like someone to read the next page
to us and find out all the things the toy mender
could do.
4. vVho would like to read page 18 and find out what
happened to Betsy Lee?
5. Read the next page to yourself and find out what
the toy mender told Alice.
6. We shall close our eyes and hear what Alice saw
at the toy mender’s.
7. I am going to ask to play that he is the
toy mender and will play that she is Alice.
Read page 21. Be sure to read it just as you
think they said it
.
8. Now we will listen to read to us. We will
find out why Alice went so often to the toy mend-
er's and what happened one day. Read both pages.
G
. Make New Words
toy s walk s ed ing play s ed Ing
look s ed ing ask s ed ing start s ed ing
mend s ed ing work s ed ing dance s ed ing











A. Oral reading from book
B. Recognition of words and phrases on blackboard
C. Playing the game
This game is like Bingo. As the teacher reads a
word the children cover that word on their large
cards with a counter. The child wins who first
covers five words horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally.
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Reading should be stressed in all teachers colleges.
When elementary teachers teach reading in a superior way and
are mindful of individual differences, there is no need for
reeducation of pupils. Clinical work on a small scale could
be maintained in Vermont normal schools. Each one is located
close to a graded building with approximately two hundred and
fifty pupils enrolled. It is believed that local school of-
ficials and parents would appreciate any help that could be
given to children with reading difficulty. During the last
half of the senior year after student teaching, outstanding
students could work with youngsters under careful guidance
of an expert
.
Experienced teachers could get some clinical training
during a summer workshop. The normal school follow-up worker
or consultant should select these teachers as a result of her
work with them during the year.
The Summer Workshop
After visiting teachers in their own schools, consul-
tants would be much better prepared to assist in planning
corrective programs that can be carried on in the classroom..
In Vermont, normal school teachers are paid on a twelve
-
month basis and are subject to call in the summer. The com-
bined reading staff of the teachers colleges could cooperate
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in operating a very valuable department in a summer workshop
with little extra expense to the state. A fruitful inter-
change of ideas would result. The setting could rotate yearly
between the colleges thus accommodating different areas. It
is believed that many teachers would attend successive work-
shops .
Schools of education have generally followed the practice
of granting up to six hours of credit toward an advanced de-
gree for workshop study. Cumulative records containing an
over-all appraisal by staff members of the participants ' ac-
complishments should be available as a basis for giving credit.
Many teachers would attend these workshops if they were
paid on a twelve-month basis and if they had adequate super-
vision and encouragement to improve.
Bulletins
While bulletins do not rank high as in-service aids,
there are many which may be purchased in addition to those
which the teachers college might publish to add to the help-
ful materials a teacher may use. They are also a connecting
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Materials Bureau and Textbook Library
A textbook library and files of the latest teaching
materials should be maintained at the teachers college. This
will help superintendents to keep their own district libraries
up to date and will be of. great value in the student teaching
program.
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CHAPTER V
THE PLAN FOR IN-SERVICE EDUCATION FROM A TEACHERS
COLLEGE AT JOHNSON
To secure Letter teachers it will be necessary to admit
into teacher training institutions only those who have capaci-
ty for teaching, to furnish these individuals with the kind
of training and guidance that will provide them with the es-
sential constituents for good teaching, to place them where
salary and living conditions are adequate and to be ever-
lastingly alert in programs of in-service training to make
sure that they do their best work.
Vermont educators are fully aware that the present mini-
mum. of two years of training is not adequate. The requlre-
mient that four college credits must be earned after every
five years of teaching on a standard certificate fails to
meet the criteria of an effective in-service program. In
March 1947 there were about 690 teachers in Vermont who had
not met these requirements. Attendance at one- to three-day
institutes was required of these teachers in 1945 and 1946.
Geography, migration of teachers, and lack of funds
are three basic difficulties in follow-up work by a teachers
college in northern Vermont.
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Map I. Showing the Distribution of Area between Two
State Teachers Colleges Proposed to 1947 Legis-
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tion for training elemen-
tary teachers
.
Placement Distribution by Counties
1936-1946
R - Rural, G = Graded
Legend: Reading from left to right, the num.bers stand for
placemients from the normal schools in the following
order: (The first number is for Johnson, etc.)
Johnson Normal School Lyndon Normial School
Castleton Normal School University of Vermont (Dept.
of Elementary Education)
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Cooperative Planning by State Department of Education,
Teachers College, Superintendents and Teachers
During the last month of the school year, superintendents
could ask their teachers to attend planning conferences to
evaluate the work of the year and to set up plans for the
next year. Representatives of the state department and mem-
bers of the teachers college faculty, the superintendent, and
classroom teachers could take part in panel discussions or
forums on needed in-service work. Information from all con-
ferences held in northern Vermont could be compiled and used
in formulating in-service plans for the next year.
Effective In-Service Program for
the Beginning Teacher
The State Teachers College in Northern Vermont should
have a director of apprentice teaching and a minimum of one
additional full-time field worker. They should cooperate
with at least three state helping teachers working full time
in that area. At the present time the work of the director
of apprentice teaching is extensive. It includes supervising
demonstration schools, planning student observation, teaching
courses at the teachers college, supervising student teaching,
and helping beginning teachers.
It is easy to see that there is a need for a division
of work which will increase with a larger enrollment and
more extensive in-service work.
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Teachers in northern Vermont need more supervision than
is now available. Many accept positions in communities where
the development that might come through supervision is impos-
sible because supervision is insufficient. School superin-
tendents and principals are often Immersed in administrative
problems and, because of the distance to be covered or the
pressure of other work, are unable to supervise properly
even though they realize the need. It therefore becomes the
responsibility of other agencies to assist in the in-service
growth of these teachers. Teacher training institutions must
share their responsibility with the state department of edu-
cation and local school systems.
The field workers should send the superintendents copies
of any suggestions made to teachers or bulletins sent to them
from the teachers college. It would be wise to have con-
ferences with each superintendent. Records of services to
teachers should be kept by the supervisor and duplicate
copies should be filed at the college. The following monthly
report for “Vermont Teacher-Education Field Service" could
be supplemented at the end of each semester by suggestions
for in-service work. The writer has used this report for
two years in working with beginning teachers. By using these
at registration for in-service courses, the college adviser
would be able to suggest more valuable courses than can often
be done with discussion with the individual as the only means
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of getting information.






Supervisor's General Impression as of this date:
Above average
Average
Key to Rating Below Below average
At the left:




Note suggestions or explanation of rating.
( ) I. UNDERSTANDING AND CONTROL OF CHILDREN
( ) A. Teacher-Fupil Relationship
1. Understanding of Children's Background
a. Home Visitation
2. Other Evidence
( ) B. Evidence of Control
( ) 1. Organization and Classroom Managem^ent
( ) a. Appearance of schoolroom, other rooms,
and grounds
Neatness Attractiveness
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( ) 2. Routine Procedures
( ) 3. Self-control
Teacher Pupils
C . Growth
II. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
A. Personal
( ) I. Appearance and manner before class
( ) 2. Voice
( ) 3. Command of English
( ) 4. Punctuality
( ) 5. Resourcefulness
( ) 6. Enthusiasm
B. Professional
( ) 1. Ability and willingness to cooperate
,( ) 2. Responsibility
( ) 3. Ability to seek and use widely suggestions from
supervisors and other associates
( ) 4. Identification with professional organizations
( ) 5. Professional reading and subscriptions to pro-
, fessional miagazines
{ ) 6. Participation in community affairs
C . Growth
III. GUIDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN
( ) A. Planning
( ) B. Knowledge of Sub.lect Matter
( ) C. Providing for Individual Differences
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( ) D . Ability to Secure and. Retain Children’s Interest
( ) E. Using Effective Methods of Teaching
( ) F. Children’s Progress
( ) 1. Social Habits and Attitudes
( ) 2. Competent Use of the Skills of Learning According
to Individual Levels
( ) 3. Work Habits
( ) 4. Play Habits
( ) 5. Health Habits
G
.
Teacher's Ability In Evaluating Children’s Progress
( ) 1. Records
( ) 2. Tests
H. Growth
IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR BIPROVElViENT
Roscoe L. West, President of New Jersey State Teachers
College at Trenton, states that superintendents and supervis-
ing principals are asked to evaluate the work of their gradu-
ates, who have been teaching during the past year, on the
same sheets which are used in evaluating the work of student
teachers. The ratings are according to the work which should
be expected of a teacher during the first year of service.
In other words, if a teacher is rated an "A,” this means an
”A" for the first year of teaching and not ”A” in relation
to experienced teaching. This gives the college a chance to
compare the success of gradua.tes with the quality of work
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done in the college to the end that existing weaknesses may
he overcome.
Field workers from the State Teachers College should
assist beginning teachers diirlng the first two years while
they teach on probationary certificates in Vermont. Spring
institutes at the teachers college provide additional train-
ing. Opportunities for conferences with former instructors
in different subjects should be provided. Panel discussions
should be carefully planned.
Creative, Sympathetic, Continuous Supervision
Supervision of beginning teachers has been discussed.
Three state helping teachers are needed to assist superin-
tendents with supervision of experienced and emergency teach
ers in northern Vermont. Leadership must be cooperative,
not authoritative.
Radio
Radio is a valuable Instrument of education. It offers
a vast array of music, drama, forums, interviews, world-wide
news reports, and special school programs.
Many people feel that the possibilities of radio in
education have not yet been realized to any large extent.
A schedule of directed use of the radio could well be a part
of in-service courses in contemporary history or miuslc appre
f
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presented by the college.
Three -Week Workshop Preceding the Opening of School
Helpful suggestions for this proposed workshop were ob-
tained from the Department of Public Instruction, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. In this workshop participants are to engage
in all-day intensive work on Individual or group needs. The
writer has in mind that for a few years the main objective
of this workshop in Vermont should be to help the femergency
teachers. Not more than six hours of credit toward an ad-
vanced degree should be earned in workshop study.
I. Purposes of the Workshop
A. To give the individual teacher a chance to plan
something new and stimulating which will be useful
in his or her own daily work.
B. To provide, at the sam.e time, broadening experiences
through bringing in stimulating persons.
C. To set up an organization to provide opportunity
for developing leadership.
D. To provide some type of recreational and creative
activity, for personal growth and stimulation.
E. To foster group thinking of two kinds:
1. To work on problemiS already discovered.
2. To broaden thinking and develop sensitivity
to other problems
.
II . Planning the Workshop
A. Pre-planning
1. Start planning about a year ahead of time.
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for the next suinmer. This is particularly true
in the matter of faculty participants.
2. Plenty of time should he allowed for publicity
among the schools to interest teachers and ad-
ministrators, and to allow for correspondence
with potential members. Each registering m.ember
should indicate, if possible, a problem or phase




Don't skimp on time or people in working up
preliminary plans.
4. Budget pre-planning should be done on the basis
of reso'urces, member personnel Anticipated, and
faculty personnel needed.
5. Provide easy access to a wide range of resources:
people, library, m^aterlals, other participants,
demonstration classes, art laboratory, and audio-
visual aids.
6. The physical requirements of rooms, recreation
spaces, tables, and the like must be amply met.
7. Set up some planned experiences for the first
few days of workshop.
8. Check on, but do not definitely date, the
availability of many specialists.
9. Have ready several suggested ways of working
and learning.
10.
Encourage potential local leaders to become
miembers .
b. Continuous Planning
1. Groups should arrange opportunities for cross-
stimulation and interweaving of experiences.
2. A planning committee made up of members of the
group must translate general conference decisions
into hour by hoior schedules, giving time for
visiting schools or other places, listening to
speakers, consultation, recreation, and all other
types of group or individual activities wanted.
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3.
The working conditions should be Informal and
flexible, planned and regularly evaluated by
student and faculty members together.





for their own growth and for
help and stimulation of others.
3. Interested members of commiunity organizations.
B. Faculty Members
1. Teachers College instructors
2. Lemionstration teachers
3. State helping teachers
4. Local artists, musicians, craftsmen, etc.
IV. A Few S-uggested Activities
A. Art teachers (or local artisans and craftsmen;
can guide activity learning in:
1. Use of color and design in the regular class-
room; room decoration, notebooks, maps, picto-
graphs, bulletin boards, charts and the like.
2
.
' Stenciling and silk screen technique.
3. ’leaving
4. Wood working and wood carving
5. Pottery and clay modeling
6. Book binding and paper construction
7. Arranging flowers
B. Music teachers or local musicians can guide
activity learning in:
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1. Using a phonograph in school.
2. Using the radio in school.
3. Group singing.
4. Rhythm hands, including making the instruments
and arranging the scores.
5. Playing instruments.
C. Librarians or teachers can sometimes help in such
problemiS as:
1. Finding, selecting, and learning to use chil-
dren's books for various purposes.
2. Choral reading.
3. Telling stories to children.
j
4. Organizing reading around hobbies and Interests.
5. Making book reports to adult clubs.
6. Organization of school and room libraries.
7. How to teach children's poetry.
D. Physical education staff can teach teachers how to:
1. Dance folk dances.
2. Keep a party going with group gamies.
3. Play children's games.
4. Put on a children's carnival or circus.
5. Play games which will be recreation for them ;
such as handball and tennis
. i
6. Swim and hike and acquire other individual skills.
7. Organize a playground program.
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1. Preparation of seatwork at lower reading levels.
2. Phonetics, usually taught in primary grades but
needed in upper grades by slow groups.
3. Using chart stories as a basis of oral and writ-
ten chart skills.
F, Vocational teachers (Industrial, Agriculture, and
Home Economics) can help teachers acquire skill in:
1. Landscaping school grounds.
2. P'lower raising as a hobby.
3. Any home handicraft.
4. Making the most of old home or school furniture.
5. Interior decoration of home or school.
6. Care of pets.
V. Evaluation of a Workshop
A. If rank-grades must be given they should be based
upon the Individual's attack, organization of time,
insight, growth, development of problem chosen,
and ability in self-evaluation.
B. Participants should feel that they have made some
progress, not that their problems have been com-
pletely solved. They should go back to their
schools feeling satisfaction but also a need of
continuing work on their chosen problems.
C. There should be one reading list or uniform final
test required of all.
VI. Follow-Up of a Workshop
A. Cooperative method should carry over to methods
in local or building group work.
B. An on-going and year-round experience through work
to improve either building or group services should
tie into workshop experience.
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A SAMPLE WORKSHOP ACTIVITY FOR VERMONT IN-SERVICE TEACHERS
I. Purpose
In case a number of teachers asked to work on a source
unit on their state, the following procedure might be
used. There were several reasons for choosing the study
of our state as an example.
A. Every Vermont rural teacher must teach this state
as a part of the unit on New England in grade six
and as a major part of the work during the last
part of the eighth grade.
B. Every teacher should have a wealth of information
about the place in which she teaches. This enables
her to share with her pupils their trips, former
homes, or other experiences in Vermont and to bring
out the importance of each child's contribution.
C. There is a definite need for material on Vermont
which is usable in the classroom. Excellent material
would find a ready market if published.
II. Source of Material
A. Normal School Library
B. State -Lilbrary (Visits to this)
C. Pamphlets from the Vermiont Publicity Bureau
D. Offices of Industries
E. Chambers of Commerce
III. Procedure
A. Research on the "Unit of 1/Vork"
1. Mimeographed sheets on the "Unit of Work" will
be used.
B. Motivated group activity for collecting materials
on Vermont by teachers in a workshop.
1. Approach
a. Let's imagine that this m.orning we received
a letter stating that Mr. Smdth who has been
in California for some time, his wife and
daughter from the Smith's home in Iowa, and
Miss Smith's friend from Oregon are going
to visit our state. They will be in Benning-
ton August 17th. They have never been in
Vermont
.
Mr. Smiith would like to have us work
out a plan for their visit so that they
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( 1 ) Special groups and leaders chosen to work
on a booklet of information on Vermont.
(a) Edltor-in-Ghief
la. To organize and accept material.
(b) Assistant Editor
la. To aid the editor-in-chief.
2a. To write articles.
(c) Special Investigators or Research Workers










dl Plym.outh (Birthplace of Coolidge)















el Mt . Mansfield
fl Lake Champlain
gl Smuggler's Notch




11 Roller Coaste Road
ml Cities (Burlington, Montpelier, etc
Ways and Means Committee




dl Materials--road maps, pamphlets
(Trace the trip on a map)
Literary Editors
la. To compose a "Vermont Hall of Fame."
2a. To collect Vermont poetry and music.
Art Editors
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A. A wealth of material and ideas could he gathered as
a result of such committee work. Each group would
include a bibliography. Some teachers might do
creative writing in connection with the work. The
experience of working in a group is valuable to
teachers. The groups could report to the class and
a mimeographed compilation of the work of all com-
mittees should be given to each teacher at the end.
Extension Cour*ses
On July 1, 1947, Johnson and Castleton iMormal Schools
become teachers colleges. It is expected that Johnson will
expand to become the only teacher training center in Northern
Vermont. With a larger faculty it will be possible to offer
in-service extension courses. In the central part of Eastern
Vermont, St. Johnsbury is Ideally located for such an under-
taking. It has an excellent museum, a fine library, an out-
standing Vermont academy, a vocational school, and mmierous
enterprises such as the Fairbanks Scales and Cary Maple Sugar
Plants. Within a twenty-m.lle radius there are nmierous rural
schools. St. Albans, Newport, Essex Junction, and Montpelier
are other possibilities.
Various studies have shown that students in teachers
colleges are drawn chiefly from the great middle class of
society and from homes that are not favored economically.
It would appear that a teachers college should attempt to
bring teachers with limited training into contact with cul-
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Map III. Extension Gounses--
Locations to Choose
From.
COfYKIGHT. TMI NATIONAL SUtVIY. CHimR, VT.
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The art, music, social studies and literature instructors
of Johnson could work together in planning a series of exten-
sion courses in applied arts based around social science units
Literature, music and art would help to bring out necessary
attitudes and appreciations. Pbr a two credit course thirty-
four class hours could be held in seventeen meetings of two
hours duration each. Four hour meetings could be held by
using a flexible schedule similar to the following;
4:00 - 5:00 - Social Science
5:00 - 6:00 - Art or Music
6:00 - 7:00 - Dinner
7:00 - 8:00 - Literature




With a flexible schedule similar to this teachers can
participate in singing, folk dancing, applying suggestions
for arts and crafts work and in getting valuable background
in literature and social studies.
The arts are related in purpose, method, and even in
terminology. Painting, music, sculpture, poetry, and the
dance are mediums of comjnunlcation revealed to us through
the artist himself; and the same elements and principles of
form, line and melody, color and tone, rhythm, balance and
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harmony govern all. Since throughout history the fine arts
have revealed the creative impulses of man, it is Interesting
to see to what extent the arts have paralleled each other in
great epochs. Vi/hen nations have risen to heights of great-
ness, there has been a corresponding rise in the arts. When
a decline sets in, we find a corresponding decline in the
arts. Art is the most reliable test of values in the life
of any civilization, revealing the finest manifestation of
its highest ideals. Therefore art and civilization are in-
evitably united. Table II shows possible subject matter
correlations for one part of such an integrated course.
The author suggests that the series of extension courses
based around social science and extending over a period of
several semesters should not be the first extension course
offered by Johnson. They will be of most value to recent
two-year graduates and to fully certified teachers. Now
there is a definite need for acquaintance of emergency teach-
ers with newer practices of classroom techniques. Six impor-
tant fields should be stressed in the initial extension
course. Even though background courses should come first,
these methods courses could well be followed by the course
outlined previously. The fields for the first comprehensive
program are
:
1. Reading and Language iirts
2. Social Studies
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Table II. Integration of the Arts as an Extension Course--
Sample: The Romantic Period--1800-1850
Social Science Art Mus i c Literature
French French French French
Bourbon Res- Corot-1796- Thomas-1811- Balzac-1799-
toration 1875 1896 1850
Louis Phil- Monet -1840- Hugo-1802-
ippe. King 1926 German 1885
Revolution of Rodin-1840- vveber-1786- Dumas-1802-
1848 1926 1826 1885
Second Repub- Puvis de Mendelssohn-
lie Chavannes- 1809-1847 German
1824-1898 Schumann- Goethe-1749-
German 1810-1856 1832








Young Italy Schubert- Wordsworth-
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Evening or Saturday Classes
In addition to the extension course integrating social
science, music, literature, and art, it is suggested that
some of the following regular two-credit courses be scheduled
for an evening and a Saturday morning meeting or for one
double period at either time. Interested teachers should
enroll sometime in the spring preceding the courses so that
those courses for which there is a demand can be scheduled
to accommodate the people desiring to take them, in the fall.
Some of the following courses could be offered on Saturday
m.ornlng or VJednesday evening each sem.ester:
Tests and Measurements 2 credits
Shakespeare 2
Modern Trends in Education 2
Jr. High School Math. 2
Math. Methods 2
In case of a great demand one or two of the following
classes might be scheduled to accommodate in-service teachers
during the entire year. Classes would meet for two periods
each week. Because of laboratory work, science has been
suggested for couj?ses given at the college Instead of by
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It would he helpful if teachers college Instructors
could visit some graduates each year and see their own pre-
vious teaching put to the test of practical application.
Tuesday forenoon at Johnson is demonstration morning. When
a demonstration in their field is not being held, the in-
structors could visit some graduates. Some may be impressed
by the mediocrity of much of the teaching and the fact that
these young people teach as they were taught and not as they
were taught to teach.
The music instructor at Johnson has initiated a program
of visitation this year. This project is now in operation
in five schools. An outgrowth of supervision of cadet and
student teachers, the project is designed to improve the
music teaching in the runal school through demonstration
by a specialist working in cooperation with the teacher in
charge. Further objectives Include the continuation of
training in music under normal schoolroom conditions, a
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extension of learning 'beyond the stage of theory which in-
cludes techniques, melodic dictation, tonal memory, chord
structure, chord spelling, and appreciation. Each school Is
visited one Tuesday morning a month. Widespread Interest In
the program Indicates that the need for such aid Is felt by
teachers and superintendents, and plans for broadening the
scope of the work are under consideration.
This functional plan has two sets of values: the teacher
Is stimulated, guided, and enriched, and the teacher training
institution profits from the program. Any program of in-
service education must take the teacher where she is, as
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS WITH SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY
The dynamic character of education involves continuous
change. A school cannot be up to date unless its staff is
cognizant of modern educational trends. The type of in-servicc
training to fit the needs of any particular area depends upon
i
the size and specific needs of the school systems involved,
the types of services available from the teacher training
Institution, the amount of supervisory assistance to be had,
and the general enthusiasm and cooperation of the administra-
tion. Practically all teachers colleges have faculties who
believe that some type of in-service training or follow-up
work on their graduates is definitely one of their duties.
Lack of staff and financial aid have been responsible for
inactivity. The Vermont legislature has recently relieved
this situation.
A definite philosophy of in-service education should be
formulated. The most profitable means of promoting teacher
growth through supervision have been by visitation, con-
ference and demonstration. Teachers’ meetings concerned with
child study, educational research, and social and economic
»
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conditions have proven useful. Workshops have awakened
latent potentialities in individual teachers and a spirit
of camaraderie has been valuable in social development.
VlJhen certification regulations stimulate in-service
training that is most apt to lead to growth and when class-
room teachers become fully aware that the teachers college
is concerned and ready to help, a soujpce of help will be used
which is now often Ignored. The following reconmiendatlons
and conclusions are given as a result of this study:
1. A planning committee for in-service work in Northern
Vermont should be formed by representatives of the
teachers college, the superintendents, the State
Department of Education, teachers, and local school
people
.
2. Field workers should go into the field to offer
clinical work, to assist individual teachers, and
to assist with group conferences.
3. Substandard teachers must be raised to a minimum of
four years' college training. Legislation must be
concerned with encouraging teachers to work for
greater Improvem-ent on the job.
4. Before any course is taken which is to be credited
toward a salary adjustment, the teacher must have
the approval in writing of his superintendent.
5. Extension work should be connected with follow-up.
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6. Public school people and representatives from the
teacher training Institution can work together pro-
fessionally and profitably.
A meeting of superintendents of Northern Vermont was
held at Johnson Normal School on April 25, 1947. A mimeo-
graphed summary of the suggestions In this paper was presented
to the group. The author presented the plan In the presence
of the president of the college and the Instructors concerned.
There was a great deal of enthuslasmi. One superintendent
offered the use of a splendid modern building; another sug-
gested that the districts provide financial help; others
proposed a May meeting to continue the discussion. Plans
are being made to have representatives of all groups con-
cerned present.
It Is suggested that a survey of the progress of In-
service work In Vermont be made at the end of each year. A
bulletin containing goals for the next year should follow
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Fourteen Colleges Who Gave Information for Table I
Maine
1. Farmington Teachers College
Farmington, Maine
Errol L. Dearborn, Principal
2. Madawaska Training School
Fort Kent, Maine





Lloyd P. Young, President
Vermont
4. State Normal School
Castleton, Vermont
Dr. John C. Huden, Principal
Dr. May Siegel, Director of Training
5. State Normal School
Johnson, Vermont
Vlfilliam H. Carter, Principal
Karlene V. Russell, Director of Training
Massachusetts
6. Bridgewater State Teachers College
Bridgewater, Massachusetts
John J. Kelley, President
Miss Ruth E. Davis, Director of Training
7. Fitchburg State Teachers College
Fitchburg, Massachusetts
Mr. William J. Sanders, President
Miss Marie M. Gearan, Acting Director, Training Schools
8. North Adams. State Teachers College
North Adams, Massachusetts
Grover C. Bowman, President
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Salem State Teachers College
Salem, Massachusetts
Edward A. S-ulllvan, President
George Fallows Moody, Director of the Training School
10. Viiestfield State Teachers College
i/i^estfield, Massachusetts
Edward J. Scanlon, President
George M. Crutsinger, Director of Training
11. Lesley College
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Trentwell Mason White, President
Miss Mary O’Connor, Supervisor of Student Training
12. Framingham State Teachers College
Framingham, Massachusetts
Martin F. O’Connor, President
Miss Anne Rochefort, Supervisor of Teacher Training
Connecticut
13.
Willimantic State Teachers College
iiVillimantic, Connecticut
George H. Shafer, President
Rhode Island
14.
Rhode Island College of Education
Providence, Rhode Island
Dr. Lucius A. Whipple, President
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Dear Fellow-Worker:
Under the direction of Dr. Vtf. Linwood Chase, Professor
of Education at Boston University, I am writing a thesis
entitled "A Plan for the In-Service Education of Elementary
Teachers." To aid in working out a program of follow-up
work hy the teachers college, i am sending questionnaires
to all New England Teachers Colleges and Normal Schools.
This request carries with It no authority and you may be
sure that any reply you may see fit to give will not be
used in any way detrimental or embarrassing to you.
It would be very helpful if I might have a reply within
ten days. I thank you most sincerely for the extra work
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Under the direction of Dr. W, Linwood Chase, Professor of
Education at Boston University, I am writing a thesis entit-
led ”A Plan For The In-Service Education of Elementary Teach-
ers." I am director of apprentice teaching at the Normal
School in Johnson, Vermont and am especially interested in
follow-up work by the Normal School. To aid in working out
a tentative program characterized by efficient cooperation
between the state board of education, state supervisors,
teachers colleges, and the teachers, I am gathering informa-
tion on places where outstanding work in this field is being
done
.
Vi/ould you suggest sources of Information or materials such
as summaries of service projects, copies of questionnaires
sent to teachers or normal schools, and the findings of these
questionnaires? Any information you may send will be deeply
appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
(Miss) Karlene V, Russell
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People Viiho Sent Information
iVir. Charles 1/V, Hunt
Principal of Oneonta State Teachers College
Oneonta, Hew York
Mr. Roscoe L. Vifest






Mr. Charles E. Prall
Dean of School of Education
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Mr. C. Leslie Cushman
Philadelphia Public Schools
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Edward S. Mooney, Associate for Teacher Education
Director of Teacher Education
State Department of Education
Albany, Hew York
Miss Ruth M. Horthway
State Hormal School
Geneseo, Hew York
Mr. Kenneth L. Heaton




Mr. Harry E. Abate
Niagara St. School
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